T ORAH M IN H ASHAMAYIM
I NTRODUCTION 

The Torah is Min Hashmayim, i.e. directly from Hashem. This principle is the
foundation of Judaism and is the bedrock on which we base all of our religious
beliefs. The strength of one‘s conviction in this reality is directly responsible for
the growth and success of any and every member of Klal Yisroel.
Many years of extensive experience with Yeshiva youth who have not met their
potential in the Yeshiva system has clearly demonstrated that uncertainty and
doubt about this truth can have negative effects. Parents and teachers have a
responsibility to their children and/or students to relay this knowledge in the
proper way
There are three essential ingredients needed in order to strengthen this knowledge:
1. A standard for determining truth.
2. An understanding that this truth is beneficial to you and will make you
happy. (in this world as well as the next)
3. An extensive awareness of the testimony and evidence that reinforces the
truth of Torah Min Hashamayim.
1. A standard for determining truth:
An acceptable standard for truth must be only beyond a reasonable doubt,
not beyond the shadow of a doubt; as sure as you are that your mother is your
mother, not more. Attempting a higher standard for truth can induce doubt and
uncertainty.
2. An understanding that this truth is beneficial to you and will make you
happy:
It is essential that our students learn about and come to recognize the
personal benefits of Torah and mitzvos in their lives, not just in the World to
Come, but here and now, as well. It is our job, as parents and/or mechanchim, to
teach this awareness. The Sefer Hachinuch is one of many texts that can be a
helpful resource in this process.
3. An extensive awareness of the testimony and evidence that reinforces the
truth of Torah Min Hashamayim:
They must become familiar with the testimony and evidence for our
knowledge of the Divine authorship of the Torah. There are many
amazing facts that point to this truth and can be used to bolster one‘s belief.
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This series contains many ideas which can bolster emunah and strengthen our
convictions. It explains the concept of testimony in the appropriate parshios and
provides much evidence in the form of information that no human being could
know at the time when the Torah was written.
The idea of presenting this information on the weekly parsha allows for it to come
across matter-of-factly, as a thought on the parsha. These ideas are most effective
when not presented aggressively as proofs, rather as interesting ideas.
The weekly chizuk from hearing so many ideas can consistently reconfirm the truth
of Torah Min Hashamayim and build a strong foundation of belief.
Priority-1 offers a follow-up service for questions on this material. For more
information please e-mail: info@priority-1.org or call: 800-33-FOREVER.
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Benefits and Belief 
Introduction
A person can understand the truth of the Torah intellectually and yet still resist
accepting that truth on an emotional level. This happens because people identify the
Torah with the restrictions it places on their lifestyle and the burden of fulfilling the
mitzvos.
It is very difficult, particularly for children, to accept a truth which comes with
requirements and restrictions.
What can we do? How can we teach our children to love the Torah and do the mitzvos,
if all they will see are burdens and restrictions?
The solution is in the connection of Benefits and Belief.
When a person benefits from something, they want to believe it‘s true. If someone
can understand the benefits derived from the mitzvos and know that doing the mitzvos
will bring happiness, that person will have a far better understanding and acceptance
of the truth of Torah Min HaShamayim.
Beginning in parshas Bo, we find mitzvos in each parsha. An appreciation of the reasons
and benefits of the mitzvos, both individually and collectively, will enable us to
recognize the truth of Torah from Sinai.
The mitzvos provide an opportunity to build a strong foundation and appreciation of
the basics of emunah. We must teach our children, our students and ourselves to see
clearly the benefits of a Torah lifestyle. When one feels only the benefits of Torah, but
is not sure of the truth of the Torah the tendency is to wonder if there are not greater
benefits somewhere else. However, if the truth and benefits are both realized, they
together provide a firm, lifelong anchor for the Torah way of life.
As the following parshiosunfold, we will attempt to present both evidence for the
truth of Torah from Sinai and the benefits and reasons for its mitzvos. We hope this
can help Klal Yisroel attain a true appreciation for the beauty of Hashem‘s Torah.
A Priority-1 publication, Reflections of the Heart, can be helpful with presenting this approach; it can be
ordered from www.priority-1.org.
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―And there was light‖Genesis 1:3)
Chazal‘s understanding of light is a clear indication of the scientific knowledge
found in the Torah. The Talmud (Bava Basra pg. 84) states that if one renounces
under oath the color red, he may not gain any benefit from red objects, and he also
may not use sunlight to his advantage. Why is sunlight prohibited when he only swore
off the color red?
Chazal explain that there is red light contained in sunlight, though it can be
perceived only at dawn and dusk due to its strength and the fact that is not easily
reflected. This is recorded in the Talmud, compiled around 500C.E.
The Ancients, on the other hand, believed that white light was pure and
immutable. Color, they explained was an inherent property of an object just as is its
shape and mass. This understanding of the properties of light was accepted as
scientific fact until the 17th century, approximately 1100 years after the Talmud.
In 1665-66 Sir Isaac Newton experimented with light and prisms, and
discovered that white light is formed by a spectrum of colors: red, orange, yellow,
green, blue, indigo, and violet. Red light, Newton observed, was the most
concentrated, and the hardest to be bent by a prism. Furthermore, today it is
understood that the color of the sky is dependant on which color of the light is being
reflected or filtered by the dust particles in the atmosphere. The sky appears red at
dusk and dawn because the sunlight strikes the atmosphere at an acute angle and the
red light is reflected, overcoming what Newton described as ―its strong nature.‖
Chazal‘s knowledge of light and its underlying properties, as written in the
Talmud, and reflected in their halachic rulings, is indicative of the Divine origin of the
Torah.
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―In the six-hundredth year of Noah‘s life, in the second month, on the seventeenth
day of the month, on that day all the fountains of the great deep burst forth and the
windows of the heavens were opened.‖ (Genesis 7:11)
The Zohar, written 1700 years ago, says in parshas Vayeira that this verse is an allusion
to the opening of the gates of wisdom at the end of six hundred years into the sixth
millennium. This refers to their year 5600, which corresponds to the year 1840, a time
when an enormous amount of wisdom and industrial innovation emerged on the
world scene.
―In one generation, more progress has been made in all branches of science than in
the thousands years that have passed since man first started contemplating the stars
and asked himself, ―where is this all from?‖ - Hendrik Willem van Loon, The Story of
Mankind
The nineteenth century reached a greater degree of progress than all previous
centuries combined in the understanding of nature and its laws. Many important
riddles were solved which had been considered impossible to unravel at the beginning
of the century. The veil was removed and mankind became aware of new frontiers
whose existence had not even been suspected less than 100 years ago! - Professor A.
Chernievsky, Between Science and Religion (in Hebrew, publ.: Joshua Chechik, Tel Aviv,
1965)
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―And He took him outside and said,‖ Gaze now toward the Heavens, and count the
stars… And He said to him, ―So shall your offspring be!‖ (Genesis 15:5)

Before the era of telescopes man looked to the sky and explored the stars with the
naked eye. Ancients believed there were either an infinite number of stars or a small
number, the ones visible to the human eye. There are references in the Torah,
however, to far larger number of stars, most notably in the passages where G-d
promises Abraham that his children will be numerous like the stars in the heavens.
Until 1925 astronomers believed that there were a limited amount of stars, as they
knew of no universe beyond our Milky Way galaxy. In 1925 science revised its
thinking based on Einstein‘s theories, to a vastly larger figure than previously believed,
larger than 1018 stars. Today the closest estimate that scientists have is 1022, which is an
admittedly rough estimation. Scientists do concur, however, that there is a finite
number of stars in the order of many, many billions.
In Tractate Brachos (pg. 32b), the number of stars is calculated to the figure 1.06 x
1018 nearly the same number as was determined in 1925 and within the margin of
error of today‘s calculations...
But the Talmud was written almost 1600 years ago...
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―And he will pray for you…‖ (Genesis 20:7)
The Torah clearly attaches tremendous significance to the power of prayer. It is interesting
to note that over the last twenty years, and particularly during the last several, scientific
research into the power of prayer has grown at a tremendous pace. In fact the U.S.
government has spent over 2.3 million dollars on research into prayer since 2000. The
following are excerpts from articles about studies done on prayers for sick people.
(Although the focus of these articles is on the prayers of non-Jews, it is clear from Halacha that they too can achieve great things
through prayer, since they pray to the Creator.)

Say Two Prayers and Call Me in the Morning
A double-blind randomized prospective study—said to be the most accurate kind—claims to
have produced medical proof that prayer heals.
Dr. Randolph Byrd, a staff cardiologist at the University of California Medical School,
studied 393 patients admitted to the coronary care unit of San Francisco General Hospital.
All the patients were given state-of-the-art treatment. But, in addition, half of them--chosen
at random--were prayed for by prayer groups across the United States. Importantly, none of
the doctors, nurses, or patients knew who was being prayed for, thus the ―double-blind‖
aspect.
The results highly favored the prayed for patients, who had fewer deaths, fewer instances of
cardiopulmonary resuscitation, less need for attachment to breathing machines, less need for
diuretics and antibiotics, and fewer instances of pulmonary edema (lungs filling with fluid).
According to Larry Dossey MD, commenting on the study in Atlantis: The Imagery Newsletter,
―The outcome was so significant that, if the method being investigated had been a new drug
or surgical technique, it would undoubtedly have been heralded as a scientific breakthrough.‖
Even Dr. William Nolen, author of The Making of a Surgeon and a noted skeptic on the subject
of prayer healing acknowledged the importance of the study, saying that physicians should
perhaps be writing on their orders ―Pray for patient three times a day.‖
The original study by Randolph Byrd MD, entitled ―Positive Therapeutic Effects of Intercessory Prayer in a
Coronary Care Unit Population,‖ was published in Southern Medical Journal.
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―And Yitzchak brought her into the tent of Sarah his mother; he married Rivka, she
became his wife, and he loved her; and thus was Yitzchak consoled after his mother.‖
(Genesis 24:67)
The commentaries on this verse ask a common question: Why does the Torah have to
specifically tell us that Yitzchak loved his wife? The Ramban (Nachmanides) explains
that the statement is connected to the following phrase, “and thus was Yitzchak consoled
after his mother.” Yitzchak could find no consolation after the loss of his mother, until
he married Rivka. The Torah tells that it was his love for his new wife which enabled
him to be consoled on the loss of his mother.
One might have thought the consolation for the loss of his dear mother would come
from having a wife to care for and love him. Yet, the Torah reveals that it is rather
Yitzchak‘s love for his new wife that brought him consolation.
Why is this? How does Yitzchak‘s love for Rivka, bring Yitzchak consolation?
The Ramban is answering that when a person feels a great void, the best way to fill it
is through loving and giving to others. The human being has a need to give and when
that need is expressed in loving and giving, it has the ability to make him truly happy.
Today in modern psychology, this concept, of loving and giving as the source of
consolation and happiness, rather than just receiving from others, is just beginning to
be realized. For many years society assumed that happiness was attained through
receiving, the more you have the happier you are.
The advice provided by the Torah is an important lesson for anyone who wants to
feel fulfilled and happy in life.
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―And the children agitated within her.‖ (Genesis 25:22)
Rashi tells us, that Chazal say  refers to ―running‖. When Rivka would pass
the Yeshiva of Yaakov would struggle to come forth, and when she would
pass by idol worship Esav would struggle to come forth.
Until 1963, science had no knowledge of any sort of learning that can be ascribed to a
fetus while it is in the womb. Since then, a strong case has been made maintaining that
a fetus learns and possesses some basic knowledge, and is affected primarily by music
and speech.
Today researchers are studying a wide variety of topics involved in fetal learning and
behavior. Fetuses are believed to be able to recognize their mother‘s voice, as well as
others and they can develop a taste for certain foods based on the mother‘s diet.
Studies have even shown that a fetus can develop a taste for junk food, if the mother
indulges in candy during her pregnancy. The October 1998 issue of Psychology Today
featured an article on the enormous amount of information it is now believed a fetus
can absorb.
The idea of a pregnant women sitting outside the ancient Greek or Roman
universities to listen to the philosophers‘ debate would have been considered
ridiculous as recently as this century.
The Talmud, however, recounts an ancient custom that pregnant women would sit
outside the Bais Medrash so that their unborn children could benefit from hearing
sounds of Torah.
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―And afterwards she bore a daughter and called her name Dinah.‖ (Genesis 30:21)
Rashi tells us that the embryo‘s gender was changed from male to female. He cites the
Talmud Berachos (pg.60a) which states that an expectant parent can pray to be given
a boy or girl during the first forty days after conception, without the prayer being
considered invalid. Yet, a prayer for something which, according to the laws of nature
cannot be changed, is considered an invalid prayer. It must have been clear to the
sages that the gender of the embryo is not completely determined until forty days
after conception.
Science, however, maintained until very recently that the sex of an embryo is
determined at the time of conception by the x and y chromosomes, and cannot
change. Presently, it is accepted that the sex can still change during the first forty or so
days and that it becomes established only afterwards.
This was reported in the journal Nature and discussed in The New York Times, July
28th 1990.
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One theme which we find throughout this parsha is the eternal struggle between good
and evil, typified by the confrontations between Yaakov and Esav. Our sages tell us
that this battle began in their mother‘s womb and has continued until today and will
not end until the redemption, at which time the Jewish people will inhabit the Land of
Israel and fulfill the pasuk:

Throughout history, it has been the descendants of Esav who have repeatedly tried to
prevent the descendants of Yaakov from inhabiting the Land of Israel and achieving
the redemption: 
 The struggle in Rivka‘s womb between Yaakov and Esav.
 Yaakov's fight with the angel that represented Esav, upon his return from Lavans
home to Eretz Yisrael.
 The confrontation between Yaakov and Esav, when Yaakov was on his way home
to Eretz Yisrael from Charan.
 Esav's attempt to block the entrance of the cave when Yaakov was brought for
burial in Chevron
 Amalek, the descendants of Esav attacked Bnei Yisrael on their way to Eretz
Yisrael after the Yetzias Mitzraim
 Megials Esther records how Haman, a descendant of Amalek attempted to destroy
the Jewish people. Megilas Esther took place after Israel was wrested from the
Babylonians by the Persian Empire, and Jews were first granted permission to
return to the Land of Israel.
 In the 1940‘s Germany attempted to eradicate the Jewish nation at a time when
Jews were beginning to return to Israel. The Vilna Gaon taught that Germans
were the descendants of Amalek.
Sources:
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In parshas Vayeshev we find two episodes in the lives of the Founders of Bnei Yisrael which
appear to be somewhat less than flattering.
In Chapter 37 we read the story about Yosef HaTzadik and his brothers. Following this
incident, in Chapter 38 we find an episode between Yehuda and Tamar. Both of these
situations must be understood in the proper perspective; these were exceptionally great
people whose ever-so-slight infractions are considered very serious, in light of their
greatness.
What is very unique here is the candidness with which the Torah refers to the shortcomings
of our greatest leaders and heroes. In the annals of religion it is very rare to find instances
such as this. Usually, a religion will whitewash the wrongs of its leaders to make the religion
appear in a better light, often painting leaders like a G-d, who can do no wrong. Not so in
the Torah.
The Torah tells us the truth about the "mistakes", so to speak, of these great people and
obviously there must be a purpose, a lesson to be learned.
A young man who was not too knowledgeable about Judaism once heard how the Torah
referred to some of its heroes. His comment was, ―This document reads with truth – why
should it malign its greatest leaders? It can only be that the lessons that we must learn are
paramount and we cannot tamper with the truth. Thus, Torah must be true.‖ The clarity of
this realization changed his life.
When this young man reached the pasuk where the Torah tells us that Hashem did not
permit Moshe and Aaron to enter Eretz Yisrael, ―Because you did not believe in Me‖
(Exodus 20:12, any remaining doubts vanished and his resolve was complete.
The fact that Moshe and Aaron could be labeled as "not believing in Hashem", however this
is understood, is a clear indication of the truth of Torah and the overriding importance of
the lessons it contains.
The lives of our Avos and the Shvatim were a paradigm of avodas Hashem and they lived on a
level we can hardly comprehend; yet the Torah shares uncomplimentary stories from their
lives in order to teach us lessons. This fact is contrary to the way one would think to portray
the founders of a religion and is a strong indication of the truth of our Torah.
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This week's parsha is replete with detailed historical information. Yosef interprets
Pharaoh's dreams and is raised from a common prisoner to viceroy of the entire
country. The dreams come true and the next seven years are prosperous, followed by
seven years of famine. This elaborately retold series of events, spanning several
decades, offers much to be measured up against Egyptian history.
The Torah does not shy away from providing detailed information about these
historical episodes, as we find in this parsha. Today archeologists have found evidence
which points to a famine in Egypt around that time period. Furthermore, some
historians view certain Egyptian figures as possibilities of having been Yosef, however
the evidence is inconclusive.
The story of Yosef in Egypt took place around 4,000 years ago and the history of
these ancient times is shrouded in mystery and doubt. While today one could argue
that due to historical uncertainty, a story like this one could be fabricated, the Torah
was written thousands of years ago, significantly closer to the occurrence of these
historical episodes.
If the Torah was a man made document no mention would likely have been
made of details as open to verification as the appointment of a prisoner to
viceroy or the seven-year famine, had these occurrences not actually happened.
This is one example of the many times the Torah relates information, including
names, places and other details of events which could have been independently
verified at that time. It is hard to imagine a human author fabricating these events and
providing this amount of detail.
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―He said to me, "Behold, I will make you fruitful and numerous, and I will make you
into an assembly of nations and I will give this land to your descendants after you for
an everlasting possession.‖ (Genesis 48:4)

This week is the close of sefer Bereshis and the end of Yaakov Avinu's life. Yaakov
tells Yosef that Hashem promised him that the Land of Israel will be his progeny's,
i.e. the Jewish nation‘s, forever
This is an incredible promise for the Torah to record and is the last thing that a
human writer would include in a fabricated document.
Throughout the many years of our exile Eretz Yisrael has been conquered repeatedly,
by many different nations. Yet each time the Jewish nation is expelled we return again,
more often than not under difficult circumstances.
Today the Jewish nation has the Land of Israel, a tremendous miracle in its own right.
May we merit the rebuilding of the Beis Hamikdash and the days when Eretz
Yisraelwill truly be an eternal heritage
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―Moshe answered and said, They will not believe me, They will not listen to my voice,
because they will say, ―Hashem did not appear to you.‖ (Exodus 4:1)

Moshe tells Hashem that Bnei Yisrael will not believe that Hashem appeared to him
privately. Hashem responds by promising him that he will do public miracles to validate his
claim. The Torah clearly indicates that there can be no validity to a private claim, since
anyone can say anything he so desires. It is only when miracles or a revelation are public
that they have real credibility.
The Rambam in Yesodei Torah (8:2) explains that Moshe was concerned that even if he
performed public miracles Bnei Yisrael would not fully believe in him. Hashem tells him
that these public miracles will only be relied on until they leave Egypt, when everything will
be clarified beyond any question or doubt when Hashem speaks directly to Bnei Yisrael at
Sinai,
as
the
Torah
said
previously:


One of the most dramatic differences between Judaism and the world's other major
religions is in the nature of their originating claims. The Torah tells us of a national
revelation from Hashem to the entire nation and public miracles witnessed by the entire
nation. The other religions only speak of private miracles and the claim of a private
revelation to their leader, who subsequently related to followers that he had this private
revelation.
The difference is telling. Anyone can claim a personal miracle or revelation and attempt to
convince others, but no one can claim to a large group of people, millions in number, that
they themselves witnessed public miracles and revelation. 
There is a story told of a businessman who passed on and left behind two sons. A dispute
arose over which son was meant to take over the family business. One morning, one of the
sons called together the family and announced, ―My father appeared to me in a dream and
told me to be his successor.‖ The other son quickly retorted, ―If father wanted you to be the
successor, he should have appeared to me.‖
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―And they won‘t believe me…because they will say Hashem did not reveal himself to
you.‖ (Exodus 4:1)

The Torah teaches us an important lesson in determining the truth of a claim.
Hashem tells Moshe to inform Bnei Yisrael that He has appeared to him. Moshe
responds that if he does so, no one will believe him. Why not?
History is full of examples of people making claims of supernatural revelations or
events that occurred to them in private and masses of people believe them.
Christianity and Islam were started in that fashion and they have billions of adherents
today.
The Torah is teaching us that it is unacceptable and foolish to believe such a claim. If
someone makes a claim, as Hashem wanted Moshe to do, that G-d appeared to him,
it cannot be considered credible just based on the person‘s word. He would have to
offer some proof.
The Torah lets us know, even before we become a nation, how to judge these types of
claims and guides us in the proper manner of finding truth.
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“Plague is throughout the land. Blood is everywhere... Indeed, the river is blood,
yet men drink of it. Men shrink from human beings and thirst after water...That is
our water! That is our happiness! What shall we do in respect thereof? All is
ruin.”
As you read this you are probably looking for the source, wondering which pesukim these are
and if they‘re in this week‘s parsha...They‘re not.
These are quotes from Papyrus Ipuwer (Leiden 344), an ancient piece of parchment which
describes violent upheavals in Egypt; starvation, drought, the escape of slaves with the
wealth of their masters, and death throughout the land.
This week‘s parsha begins to describe the makos, blatant miracles, performed publicly, in front
of everyone. The fact that the Egyptians were also witness to these miracles allows for
corroboration of these events by outsiders other than the Jewish people. The other major
religions do not even have claims of public miracles, let alone miracles witnessed by others
besides themselves.
During the last century, archaeological evidence has been discovered, which serve as outside
verification corroborating the accuracy of the Torah account in the histories of other
nations. The Papyrus Ipuwer is one such example.
The following are excerpts from the papyrus and the Torah, side by side:
IPUWER PAPYRUS (LEIDEN 344)
2:5-6 Plague is throughout the land. Blood is
everywhere.
2:10 The river is blood.


7:20 …all the waters of the river were turned to
blood.
7:21 ...there was blood throughout all the land of
Egypt …and the river stank.

2:10 Men shrink from tasting - human beings,
and thirst after water
3:10-13 That is our water! That is our happiness!
What shall we do in respect thereof? All is ruin.

7:24 And all the Egyptians dug around the river for
water to drink; for they could not drink of the
water of the river.

2:10 Forsooth, gates, columns and walls are
consumed by fire.

9:23-24 ...and the fire ran along the ground... there
was hail, and fire mingled with the hail, very
grievous.

10:3-6 Lower Egypt weeps... The entire palace is
without its revenues. To it belong [by right]
wheat and barley, geese and fish
6:3 Forsooth, grain has perished on every side.

9:31-32 ...and the flax and the barley was smitten;
for the barley was in season, and flax was ripe...
But the wheat and the rye were not smitten; for
they were not grown up.
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―Remember this day that you were taken out from Egypt...‖ (Exodus 13:3)

―And tell your son on this day: Because of this Hashem did for me when I came out of
Egypt.‖ (Exodus 13:8)






Pesach is the one of the few holidays that is practiced by nearly all Jews, regardless of their
religious affiliation or level of observance. The story of Yetzias Mitzraim has been passed
from generation to generation, father to son, in an unbroken chain stretching back through
our history, all the way to the generation that came out of Egypt.
How do we know that this chain is unbroken and reaches all the way to Yetzias Mitzraim?
The Torah tells us that Moshe told Bnei Yisrael to remember what they witnessed; he tells
this to the generation that came out of Egypt, to the people who actually experienced these
miraculous events.
This is one of the many times we find Moshe talking to Bnei Yisrael and directly telling them
to remember what they witnessed. That generation, by passing down this document is
testifying to their children and future generations that in fact they witnessed these events. If
they had not, in fact, witnessed these events, they never would have passed the record on to
their children.
Furthermore, G-d commanded the generation of Yetzias Mitzraim to use the expression,
"This is what Hashem did for me when I left Egypt," in retelling the experience to their
children. This phrasing is still used in the Haggada, which has been read at the seder for
thousands of years. It is evident, in that the terminology was left intact, that the Jews of the
Exodus indeed passed on the knowledge that G-d had led them out of Egypt
At the seder, one often gets to see three generations, which not only allows the child to hear
from his father, but also to check his father's version with his grandfather. The fact that
these testimonies have survived intact for over 3,000 years is also evidence to their truth and
accuracy.
Jews, who have been separated from the rest of world Jewry for over two thousand years,
still observe the same mitzvos which were designed to call our attention to Yetzias Mitzraim.
This is a very powerful testimony to those miraculous events.
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In parshas Bo we find an array of mitzvos to help us remember and relive the
miraculous events of Yetzias Mitzraim. These mitzvos are designed to remind us of
Hashem‘s intimate involvement in our lives.
The Ramban and the Sefer Hachinuch tells us that the miracles of Yeztias Mitzraim,
particularly the upheavals of the laws of nature, show us Hashem‘s total control over
every aspect of creation and provide a clear sign that Hashem created the world.
There were no eyewitnesses to creation, as it happened before Adam and Chava were
created; however the millions of eyewitnesses to the miracles of Yetzias Mitzraim,
clearly point to Hashem as Creator and Ruler of the universe.
The Ramban points out that from these obvious and blatant miracles, we come to
realize hashgacha pratis, hidden miracles which occur to each of us all the time.
The benefits of clear recognition of Hashem‘s hashgacha pratis are many:
Recognition of hashgacha pratis helps us to forge a closer relationship with Hashem and
allows us to feel we can rely on Him. A close relationship with Hashem can motivate
us to follow His directives for a life of meaning and fulfillment.
The knowledge that the Creator of the universe is involved in the minute details of
our lives creates a sense of validation. If Hashem cares enough to be so involved in
the minute details of our lives, how He must love us and consider us important. This
feeling is true happiness and is essential to a happy and fulfilled life.
Hashem‘s hashgacha pratis can be discovered in every aspect of our lives if we search
for it. The miracles of Yetzias Mitzraim alert us to this phenomenon and the Mitzvos
of Yetzias Mitzraim serve as constant reminders of this fact.
It is very worthwhile to encourage our students / children to collect and report their
own or familial stories of hashgacha pratis. They will truly be amazed when they search
for and find instances of Hashems hashgacha pratis in their lives.
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"The entire assembly of the Children of Israel journeyed from the Wilderness of Sin . . and
there was no water for the people to drink . . . You shall strike the rock and water will come
forth from it and the people will drink...And Moshe did so in the sight of the Elders of
Israel." (Exodus 17:1-6)
This week‘s parsha records several miracles which were witnessed by the entire Klal Yisrael:
the mun being dropped from the heavens, the sweetening of the waters at Marah, and
thewater coming from a rock.
These supernatural events were more than elaborate displays of omnipotence; they were
necessary for the survival of the Jewish nation in the desert. The Jews left Egypt with no
means of nourishing themselves and no water supply. The entire nation would have perished
without the miracles of the mun and the well of the rock, which lasted the entire duration
the Jews spent in the desert.
It is this national experience that they communicated to their children. Such a public event,
on which the survival of the nation depended, could not have been implanted into the
history of a people and certainly would not have been transmitted to the following
generation. Yet, this information has been passed down through the ages, a testament to the
accuracy of the account.
This parsha is also the source for publicly reading the Torah three times weekly. Three days
after miraculously going through the Yam Suf on dry land, the Torah records a criticism
against the Jewish people: They complained about the lack of good drinking water. Chazal
tell us that the cause of this shortcoming was having gone three days without Torah study
(). For this reason the triweekly reading of the Torah was
instituted, so that we should never again go three days without studying Torah.
To this day Jewish communities worldwide publicly read from the Torah every Monday,
Thursday and Shabbos, so that no three day period passes without everyone hearing Torah
The miracles of the mun, the welland the sweetening of the waters at Marrah were witnessed
by millions and recorded in the Torah. The Jews were commanded by G-d to teach the
Torah to their children and grandchildren, and they obeyed, as a nation.
The record of these miracles was read publicly to the nation and dutifully passed on to the future
generations. This living testimony continues today and serves as a constant reminder of the truth
of the Divine origins of the Torah.
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BENEFITS AND BELIEF

Shabbos:

The Eternal Source of Strength
Shabbos is the most enigmatic of Jewish religious experiences. Not only can an entire people adhere to
such a restrictive doctrine, but the Jewish nation, through the very difficulty of Shabbos observance, has
derived such conviction, faith and love for the Creator, that even under the most torturous conditions,
survival has been not only possible, but inevitable.
The observance of Shabbos is a testimony to the creation of the world by a single G-d in six days and its
completion on the seventh. This testimony was given to us by G-d Himself, as a sign of His special
relationship to His people.
It is not just for those who lack spiritual vision that Shabbos plays such an important role. Any Jew, no
matter how pious, must constantly reinforce within himself the realization that there is a Creator constantly
watching, judging and protecting him. It is in this capacity, as a reminder of G-d‘s current activity and
concern in our world, in addition to His activity at its inception, that Shabbos is so vital.
The message of Shabbos is driven home by abstaining from the thirty-nine melachos of physical activity that
were performed in the Mishkan. Rabbinic laws also exist as a means of protecting the sanctity of the day.
However, the correlation between refraining from these activities and commemorating Hashem‘s rest
remains ambiguous when examined against the fact that Hashem‘s rest was anything but physical in nature.
The ―rest‖ of the seventh day was a state of completion, not relaxation. Only after His creation was
complete did Hashem rest, as we say in the Shabbos prayers: ―On the seventh day He arose and sat on His
Throne of Glory.‖ Hashem existed as the King and Creator of the entire universe only with the completion
of creation.
By living in a state of total preparedness and completion on His day of completion, the Jew indelibly
imprints upon his mind and heart the belief that Hashem completed the world on the seventh day. The
thirty-nine categories of melacha are constructive acts of preparing and completing. Food to be eaten must
be previously harvested and cooked. Garments to be worn must be previously woven and sewn. Even
objects needed in one place must be brought there prior to the Shabbos. By emulating Hashem and living
in a state of completion, the Jew testifies to the world and to himself the truth of Hashem‘s creation.
Affecting not just our physical state, abstaining from work on Shabbos succeeds in putting every Jew in a
unique and coveted state of mind. Rashi tells us that through the observance of the Shabbos laws we are
able to actually feel that the work we have to do is completed. We might toil for six days, but when the
Shabbos candles are lit on Friday afternoon, we can transform our world into one of peace and tranquility.
So great is this inner calm that the Torah tells us a person awaiting execution should not be killed on
Shabbos so that he, too, could enjoy the serenity of Shabbos before departing from this world. Despite the
fear and anguish that no doubt grip a person on the verge of death, the Shabbos is still able to penetrate his
heart and put him at ease during his final day on earth. It is in this special state of both physical and mental
―rest‖ that all Jews have the potential to go far beyond their previously conceived spiritual capabilities.
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The real deterrent to spiritual growth on the part of any sincere Jew is the clouding of the mind by the
mundane, albeit important, activities of the week. It is only on Shabbos, when no worldly interference is
allowed to enter our thoughts, that we are able to expend all our energies on spiritual pursuits. This is why
Shabbos has been designated as a day for increased Torah learning and spiritual growth. In fact, the Jew
actually lives the greatest lesson of Bitachon when he stops pursuing his livelihood on Shabbos. What
greater way to demonstrate his belief that all is from Hashem than by abandoning his livelihood for a full
day. It‘s no wonder that so many Jews anxiously, almost desperately, await the Shabbos, so that they may
once again serve G-d with a joy and vibrancy that could not possibly exist during the rest of the week.
This point is vividly illustrated by the following story:
A wealthy German official would often visit the residents of his community to maintain his popularity among the
townspeople. One Friday night, he came to the home of a destitute Jewish family, their tattered clothes and meager meal
bearing witness to their desperate situation. The official, expecting the mood of Shabbos to be somber at best, was privileged
instead to see a family filled with joy and exuberance befitting the most royal of households. When he heard the old father,
so weak after six days of fruitless labor, sing the Shabbos zemiros with a kind of love and dedication he had never seen
before, he was inspired to offer this old man anything he wanted. In response, the old man paused suddenly from singing his
beloved song, Menucha V’Simcha, and asked the officer if he would straighten out a bent candle that threatened to blow
out early and disturb the peace and light of the Shabbos meal.
Within the old man‘s grasp was the opportunity to alleviate all his pain and suffering but it was
incomprehensible to him that anything was lacking in his world of totality and serenity on Shabbos. The
only thing to be rectified was the bent candle that he was forbidden by the laws of Shabbos to move; a bent
candle which might disturb his tranquility by burning out too early.
Originally written by a famous poet, this story demonstrates the extent by which one can feel the serenity
of Shabbos. Even as we face hardship and uncertainty during the week, on Shabbos we can experience
such completeness that all we can ask for is more Shabbos. Of course, this poet did not know that even
asking a non-Jew to fix a bent candle is forbidden by the laws of Shabbos, but the message of the story is
still true: observing Shabbos has the ability to put us in a unique state of mind. It is a state of mind that has
us feeling that our lives lack absolutely nothing and longing for that feeling not to end.
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In this parsha there is a record of the most consequential moment in Jewish history and perhaps in all
of human history. Amid a spectacular display G-d's Presence descended upon Mount Sinai and He
declared the Ten Commandments before millions of awestruck witnesses.
This world-changing experience remains eternally recorded in the Torah and etched in our minds. It
has been passed down over three thousand years, through close to 200 generations and continues to
be read publicly every single year in synagogues across the globe.
Hashem lifted the Jews out from the grip of slavery to give them the Torah, His Divine blueprint
for life. Although this blueprint included some hefty demands on this recently beleaguered nation,
they accepted it all and actively transmitted every letter of each law to their children and
grandchildren, thus establishing a living testimony to its truth. It is because of their firsthand
testimony that no other version of these events has surfaced and the Torah has been upheld.
Three thousand years later, after Crusades, expulsions, tyranny, captivity, World Wars, pogroms,
and the Holocaust, our holy Torah remains intact. Generation after generation, from father to son,
the transmission of the Torah has succeeded and will continue to succeed.
Judaism and Jewish Law came not from the convictions of human beings but from G-d Himself as
witnessed by millions. No other religion claims that three million of their members were witness to
a public revelation and miracles.
The only religion that is founded on a public divine revelation is Judaism. Many faiths have had
wise and revered spiritual leaders, but do not contend that any of them actually spoke with G-d. In
the Muslim and Christian accounts, Mohammed and Jesus were respectively the only ones present
to attest to their revelations. The Jewish version, however, boldly maintains that an entire nation
heard the voice of G-d on Mount Sinai, after having witnessed many other spectacular events.
The fact that to this day, we successfully continue the transmission of this awesome knowledge
stands as solid testimony to the truth of the Torah. Thus, the Jewish spiritual outlook on the world
differs dramatically from other religions, whose base is one person's experience or from the outlook
of self-defined rationalists, who rely on weak, undeterminable theories that humankind is no more
than the chance product of an indifferent universe, brought into being eons ago.
We carry the certainty of first-hand experience.
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BENEFITS AND BELIEF
In parshas Yisro we find the mitzvah of honoring one's parents. The mitzvah includes acts of
feeding them, giving them to drink, clothing them, and to take them in and out.
The Sefer HaChinuch tells us that these actions help develop a sense of hakaras hatov in
ourselves, to appreciate all the wonderful things that our parents did for us. This, the
Chinuch states, allows us to appreciate all of the chessed that Hashem does for each of us.
One would think the infinite kindness that Hashem bestows upon us every moment of our
existence, such as: bodily functions, sustenance, health, family etc...would be recognizable
and appreciated even without the mitzvah of kibud av v'eim. Yet it seems that only through
tangible actions to a human parent, leading to the deepened sensitivity of appreciation for
the good bestowed on us, can one develop enough of a middah of hakaras hatov to be
capable of appreciating Hashem‘s good to us. This appreciation of Hashem‘s goodness to
us is critical to our commitment to the performance of his mitzvos, leading to a life of
fulfillment, happiness, meaning and reward. This is the ultimate benefit of the performance
of the mitzvah of kibud av v'eim.
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This parsha is full of halachos and presents an opportunity for parents and teachers to show our
children the spiritual beauty and importance of all the ―technical nuances‖ of Jewish law. It‘s
important to express that true spirituality emerges from doing what is right and behaving
appropriately with our fellow man.
This can be illustrated with the following true story:
A young Jewish woman was in India studying with a Guru and preparing herself to accept his
religious persuasion. As she neared the final stages of preparation it occurred to her that she had
never really learned anything about her own religion. She decided she must find out what Judaism is
all about. She picked herself up and went to Israel, where she enrolled in a seminary for women and
attended a class learning the laws of returning lost objects. She stayed for an hour and found it very
technical and unspiritual, so she left and returned to her Guru in India.
One day, while she was walking together with the Guru and getting ready for the final commitment,
they spotted a wallet on the floor. The Guru picked it up and they saw it was full of cash. It had the
name, address, and telephone number of the owner, but the Guru just put it away in his pocket.
She asked him "Shouldn't you return it to the owner?" He looked at her in a funny way, as if to say
"you don't understand," and said to her "I will transform this money into spirituality whereas the
owner will only use it for his material needs."
They walked on and again she asked him to return it, and again he answered that she doesn't
understand the intense spirituality that will emerge from his use of the money. When she saw how
insensitive he was to the rights of another person, she decided to go back to Jerusalem and study
Judaism.
Today, this girl is a frum, inspired woman.
or hearing the blowing of the shofar on Rosh Hashana. It is not enough to inspire by miraculous
events or fantastic stories; we must inspire through the appreciation of the sensitivity of the Mitzvos.
This sensitivity can be a most meaningful force in spiritual development.
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BENEFITS AND BELIEF
 
 Parshas Mishpatim is replete with mitzvos which serve to refine our character and make
us into better people. One such mitzvah is lending money to the poor.
The Sefer Hachinuch tells us that the mitzvah of lending money to a poor person, and
other similar mitzvos were not given to us because Hashem wanted to help the needy;
He has many other ways available to Him to do that. The mitzvah of lending to the
poor was given to us so we could develop in ourselves the traits of kindness and
compassion.
These traits make us better people and more able and ready to receive the good that
Hashem wants to bestow upon us. By following these precepts we are fulfilling the
purpose of creation by becoming worthy of the kindness that Hashem wants to
bestow upon us in this world and the next.
It’s very important to recognize that we are the beneficiaries of the mitzvos.
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""
"You shall make the Alter . . .‖ (Exodus 27:1)
"

"
"It shall be that when you cross the Jordan, you shall erect these stones, of which I
command you today on Mount Eval...‖ (Deut. 27: 4-7)
(See also )
In 1983 an altar was excavated on Mt. Eval near the ancient city of Shchem. This
location corresponds to the pesukim in Devarim and Yehoshua. The altar itself
matches the specifications described in mishnayos in tractates Sotah, Zevachim and
Midos.
Adam Zertal, a secular archeologist from the University of Haifa, was the head of the
team that made this amazing discovery.
This altar is the only one of its kind found in Israel. No signs of pagan idol worship
were found there and the archeological evidence clearly points to the era of the
exodus from Egypt and the conquering of Eretz Yisroel, around 1300 B.C.E.
One of the findings which confirms this dating is an Egyptian scarab (seal) with
geometric ornamentation which was found near the altar on Mt. Eval. An additional
60 round and square stone implements were found, which were used for meal
offerings. Furthermore, hundreds of bones were found and were proved to be from
young male bulls, sheep, goats and fallow deer; all animals that are kosher for
korbanos.
Mr. Zertal said, "The indications this discovery gives fit in with biblical traditions.
This leads us to the conclusion that we have found evidence of specific events
mentioned in the book of Joshua,‖ he added, "it seems we have found archeological
evidence of a biblical event.‖
When the find was compared to the description of the Second Temple altar in the
Mishna it was found to be almost identical.
The details of this archeological discovery are fascinating and bear witness to the
Biblical era of Jewish history.
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BENEFITS AND BELIEF

―And you will put into the ark the testimony which I will give you.‖
(Exodus 25:16)

THE SEFER TORAH

The Sefer Torah is referred to in the Torah as ―The Testimony.‖ Rashi explains that it
is called that because it serves as a testimony between G-d and the Jewish people that
He commanded them the laws.
How does the Sefer Torah testify to its own authenticity? The answer is simple: To
the Jew it bears real testimony. When we merely gaze upon the Sefer Torah, it touches
something within us powerfully. It is as if the millions of people who actually
witnessed that fateful day at Mount Sinai thousands of years ago were to come and
offer sworn testimony of its authenticity. It penetrates the Jewish heart with
unparalleled confidence in the truth of its eternal message.
This is the power of the Sefer Torah and the extent of its influence upon us.
Throughout the ages, its mere presence has inspired and strengthened the Jew as a
written testimony that G-d Himself has commanded him the Mitzvos. It has inspired
him to limitless spirituality and helped him to overcome the most insurmountable
difficulties.
The Torah instructs every Jewish man to write a Sefer Torah. If he cannot write one,
he must have one written for him or at least purchase a Torah. Traditionally, everyone
is given the opportunity to fulfill this great mitzvah either by finishing a letter or word
or by purchasing the same, when a Torah is dedicated to a community institution.
Interestingly, the Halacha indicates that even if one has inherited a Sefer Torah from
his father, he is nonetheless obligated to write another Torah himself. Imagine a
person inheriting a Torah from his father. Imagine that this Torah was a family
heirloom, passed down from father to son for many generations. With it, this person
inherits the knowledge that his ancestors believed in these same truths that he is living
today. Could any Sefer Torah bear a more powerful message of authenticity?
Yet, the Torah, in its infinite wisdom, tells us that even under such circumstances, the
greatest effect will only come to this person when he personally writes one for
himself. When the Jew writes or purchases a part of the Torah himself, his personal
involvement expands the ability of its testimony to affect him.
The Torah is read in public every Shabbos, Monday and Thursday, so as not to allow
three days to pass without hearing its words. The Talmud tells us that we derive this
practice from an incident that took place just as the Jewish people left Egypt. After
having seen the greatest of miracles in Egypt and the Red Sea, three days passed and
they found no water to drink. These great people, who had achieved such spiritual
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heights through the miracles they had witnessed, began to complain to Moshe about
the lack of water. For people of their stature this was considered improper.
The Rabbis indicate that the cause of their improper action was that for those three
days they were without Torah study (which is compared to water). Therefore, the
Rabbis instituted that the Torah should be publicly read on Shabbos, Monday and
Thursday so that three consecutive days never pass without hearing its words.
The people who witnessed the greatest revelations of all times and whose belief was
so complete were not strong enough to withstand the effects of three days without
Torah. A fixed schedule had to be established to constantly reinforce its lessons. We
see that the few lines that we read from the Torah every week seem to carry more
meaning than even experiencing the greatest miracles.
The words of Torah that we hear and study call out to us with the message of Sinai
and sustain in us an unswerving loyalty to our Creator. The words of the Sefer Torah
can reach the Jewish heart in a way that nothing else can.
(This essay is published in Inspiration, a Priority-1 Publication)
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―And you should bring close to you Aaron your brother and his sons with
among the Children of Israel, to be priests to Me..." (Exodus 28:1)

him,

from

Aharon HaKohen is the father of all Kohanim; every Jew who is a Kohen today is a direct
descendant of Aharon. This fact has been demonstrated scientifically by genetic testing.
In the New York Times, January 7, 1997, there was a report entitled "Finding Genetic
Traces of Jewish Priesthood." The article reported of a marker that exists on the Y
chromosome of many people who claim to be Kohanim, indicating that they are all
descendant from one person.
Dr. Karl Skorecki, a top-level researcher at the University of Toronto and the RambamTechnion Medical Center in Haifa, and Dr. Michael Hammer, a geneticist at the University
of Arizona in Tucson, co-authored a study seeking to prove this scientifically.
In the first study, as reported in the prestigious British science journal, Nature (January 2,
1997), 188 Jewish males were asked to contribute some cheek cells from which their DNA
was extracted for study. The results of the analysis of the Y chromosome markers of the
Kohanim and non-Kohanim were indeed significant. A particular marker, (YAP-) was
detected in 98.5 percent of the Kohanim, and in a significantly lower percentage on nonKohanim.
In a second study, solidifying the hypothesis, they found that a particular array of six
chromosomal markers was found in 97 of the 106 Kohanim tested. This collection of
markers has come to be known as the Cohen Modal Haplotype (CMH)--the standard genetic
signature of the Jewish priestly family. The chance of these findings happening at random is
greater than one in 10,000.
The finding of a common set of genetic markers in both Ashkenazi and Sephardic Kohanim
Kworldwide clearly indicates an origin pre-dating the separate development of the two
communities around 1000 C.E. Furthermore, date calculation based on the variation of the
mutations among Kohanim today yields a time frame of 106 generations from the ancestral
founder of the line, some 3,300 years ago, the lifetime of Aharon HaKohen.
These findings are indicative of our continuous tradition, accurately transmitted from father
to son for over 3,000 years, directly from Sinai to today.
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BENEFITS AND BELIEF

The Medrash tells us  that the Jewish people are
compared to an olive. The oil inside an olive is the most precious part, but it is the
hardest to get out. So too, there is greatness inside every Jew, but it often requires
great pain and difficulty to access it.
An artist learned this Medrash and painted a picture to represent its message. The
image was of a rabbi squeezing oil out of an olive with a talis covering his head and
eyes. He gave this picture to a rabbi who works with teens that have left the path of
Yiddishkeit.
This rabbi hung the picture in his office and when asked what it represented and why
the eyes were covered, the rabbi answered as follows:
The olive represents Jewish children and the oil being squeezed out is the greatness
inside of them. However, if you look at the outside of some of our children you will
never be able to imagine their inner beauty. Sometimes you must cover your eyes to
avoid seeing the exterior and only then can you squeeze out the greatness that there is
inside.
We must know this lesson well and express to our children that we appreciate the
goodness and greatness within them. Only if we wholeheartedly believe in their inner
beauty will we be able to bring it out.
We must never judge our children by their ―cover‖; rather we must close our eyes and
―squeeze out‖ the goodness that is inside.
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"Go, descend, for your people that you brought up from Egypt has become corrupt. They
have strayed quickly from the way I have commanded them..." (Exodus 32: 7)

In this week's parsha, we clearly see the Divinity of the Torah. Would a man-made
religion record descriptively and in no uncertain terms such a sacrilegious faux pas as
the incident of the Golden Calf?
Immediately after stating the commandment prohibiting idol worship, this parsha
depicts the Jews' building of an idol, in the presence of the entire nation. Even
though these were righteous people, and the mistake of the Golden Calf must be
understood as a minute miscalculation, nevertheless, due to their high level, they
were held responsible as if they had actually worshipped idols.
The fact that this story is recorded in the Torah and was accepted and passed down
by the generation that experienced it is a testament to the Divine authorship of the
Torah. Why would a human author include such an inauspicious story about the very
generation that achieved such high levels of greatness and received the Torah?
Furthermore, when Moshe returns from the mountain and finds the people
"worshiping" the Golden Calf, he commands the people to execute all those who
participated. The people would have to kill, not only strangers, but also their own
relatives and friends!
In order to carry out such a difficult command, the Jews had to have possessed a
profound level of trust in G-d and in Moshe, His prophet - a trust that surpassed all
laws of human nature.
This generation, that experienced Yetzias Mitzraimand receiving the Torah, had that
level trust and belief in G-d, and His prophet Moshe, and followed this command.
Their faith and belief is evident in the transmission of these events.
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"You shall not kindle fire in any of your dwellings on Shabbos" (Exodus 35:3)
This specific prohibition of burning fire on Shabbos is one of only two specific details
of the laws of Shabbos written in the Torah. The Torah tells us not to perform melacha
on Shabbos and even expounds on the seriousness of this prohibition, yet it never
tells us what constitutes melacha.
For example, the Torah tells us to perform Bris Milah (circumcision) on the orlah
(foreskin), yet we are not told which foreskin. In fact in parshas Vayikra (26:41) the
Torah uses the word orlah in reference to the heart. If we didn‘t know any better one
might think that Bris Milah refers to open heart surgery!
In parshas Re'eih (12:21) the Torah tells us 
―You should slaughter… as I have commanded you" - Yet no where does the written
Torah tell us how to perform the slaughter.
The mitzvah to put on Tefillin is also written without any clear explanation in the text
regarding how to perform it. The Torah tells us is to put a ―sign‖ on our arm and
―Totafos‖ between our eyes; the meaning of ―Totafos‖ and what kind of ―sign‖ is left
entirely ambiguous.
It must be that the Written Torah, came together with an Oral Torah. Hashem could
not have left the performance of the many of the mitzvos to total conjecture, with no
way of ever knowing for certain what we are commanded to do.
The Torah is our instruction manual, our guide to life; it does not make sense that Gd would give us a guide which was lacking such basic information.
Throughout Jewish history there have been many groups that tried to follow the laws
written in the Torah, without accepting the Oral laws. While these sects have come
and gone, true Torah Judaism has persevered and remains as strong as ever.
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PESACH: THE FOUNDATION

OF

OUR FAITH

The redemption from Egypt is the foundation of the faith of the Jew. Chazal tell us that it
took place in four stages: ―And I will take you out, and I will save you, and I will redeem
you and I will take you to me as a people.‖
These are the four phrases with which the Torah describes the redemption. The Seforno
explains that first the slave work ceased, then the Jews left Egypt, they then crossed
through the Red Sea, and last, they received the Torah and became the nation of Hashem.
Each step involved a major set of miracles, a revelation of G-d‘s powers and His concern
and love for His people. Each one was a major event worthy of great praise. To enhance
our appreciation for every aspect of the redemption, the Rabbis instituted the four cups of
wine, one representing each stage.
When we remember each development individually and lift up our cup of wine in praise of
G-d, for each instance separately, our gratitude and simcha are more deeply focused and
expanded. The recognition of all of the miracles and the expression of G-d‘s love and
dedication to us are a major part of the Pesach experience.
This idea is expressed in the Dayeinu poem as well .We recite a list of all of the miraculous
events and seem to say that even if only one of them had occurred, it would have been
sufficient.
Would it have been enough if we had only been redeemed from Egypt and not passed
through the Red Sea, or not received the Torah? Would that really suffice?
―Dayeinu‖ means that each and every miracle by itself would have been reason enough to
utter great praises to Hashem, how much more so for the totality of the miraculous events
which occurred. This realization can enhance our faith and strengthen our relationship with
Hashem.
The Seder night is an opportunity to recognize the love Hashem has for us. It is a special
time to express to our children the relationship we have with Hashem and the reasons for
this relationship. The deepened faith and belief which the Jew develops on Pesach, and the
enhanced appreciation for his Creator, can last a lifetime for the individual and are an
eternal source of strength to our people.
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―And now, said Hashem, creator of Yaakov and the one who formed Yisroel...‖
(Isaiah 43:1)
This week‘s haftorah discusses the purpose of our existence and the reason we were created and
designated as the Chosen nation, by Hashem. The following is an essay which explores the essence
of this purpose and the nature of our relationship with Hashem.

The Purpose of Human Existence
The definition of happiness, as taught by our Sages, is feeling validated. Nothing can be more
validating than a sense of true purpose; nothing can be more devastating than the feeling of not
having any sense of purpose in one‘s existence. Our Sages in Pirkei Avos (2:8) advise us, ―If you
have learned much Torah do not feel self-righteous, for it is for this purpose that you were created.‖
In the context of Jewish tradition, this statement begs for expanded explanation. Our Sages also
teach us that the Creator created the entire universe to bestow kindness. Despite the fact that He
always existed as a perfect and totally complete Being, the essence of His being is chesed, kindness,
and as such, He found it appropriate to create a world including the highest level being of creation,
man, to bestow His kindness upon.
The purpose of the creation of man was to bestow kindness on a being designed to most appreciate
that gift. The material existence in the world provides untold opportunity for the Creator to bestow
His kindness on man, much of which offers pleasure to his body. There definitely exists the
opportunity for spiritual pleasure in this world, but too often the material existence of the body
detracts from the fullness of spiritual fulfillment. Our Sages tell us that the place of the total,
ultimate spiritual pleasure of being in an intimately close relationship and connection with the
Creator, is in the World to Come, a world devoid of physical influences, and a place for only the
soul‘s existence.
To complete the kindness, and to offer the ultimate, truest pleasure, the Creator instituted a system
of opportunity to earn and deserve the ultimate reward. This is achieved through our efforts which
are constantly being challenged by our bodies and material existence. He gave us directives to
follow which uplift ourselves spiritually and mold our characters in His image (i.e. kind,
compassionate, patient, truthful, etc.). This is in order to earn the reward of eternal closeness to Him
and to be able to appreciate that special relationship, since we have molded ourselves to be like Him
and focused our existence on emulating His characteristics. Although so much of this connection
can happen in this world, the ultimate experience of closeness to Him is in the next world, which is
designed solely for this purpose without material interference.
Our Sages tell us that, ―The Torah and mitzvos were only given for the purpose of refining human
character.‖ In light of the above, the refinement and purification of character serves a dual role:
allowing us to deserve and earn the ultimate reward of closeness to the Creator and molding us in
His image to enable us to better connect with Him.
The question arises, which of the two ingredients is the most critical, or the essence of this process
of character refinement: the study of Torah or the observance of mitzvos? The Rambam (Talmud
Torah 3:3), based on the Talmud, tells us that learning Torah is greater than performance of mitzvos,
because it brings to action. It seems from the Rambam that the action that he is referring to is not a
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specific action, not even all the actions, but rather the sense of subjugation and obligation that
studying Torah inspires.
When a Jew studies Hashem‘s Torah, he recognizes his obligation to his Creator and deepens his
sense of commitment and subjugation to Him. This feeling of overriding obligation to follow His
directives seems to relate to the main focus of our existence.
As related by the revered Rosh Yeshiva of the famed Navardok Yeshiva, Hagaon Harav Yaakov
Yaffen, zt‖l, the Talmud Yerushalmi in Brachos (7:) seems to indicate that Torah study is our primary
pursuit, rather than the performance of mitzvos. We are, however, totally obligated to perform all of
the mitzvos in order that our Torah learning should be focused on generating
obligation and subjugation to Hashem. This state of subjugation to Hashem seems to be the
ultimate goal and accomplishment in this world. As the same Yerushalmi says, ―One who learns,
not for the purpose of action, would have been better off not being created.‖ He may still be doing
Mitzvos, but the unique opportunity of has been neglected, and therefore he
loses the ultimate opportunity to fulfill his true purpose in this world.
We can better understand this with a comment of our Sages in the Sifri, cited by Rashi at the end of
Parshas Behar. The Sifri states that the Torah writes a special admonition for a Jew who, for some
reason, is sold as a slave to a non-Jew. The Torah writes a specific warning that he should not think
that just as his non-Jewish master serves idols, violates Shabbos or does other inappropriate
behaviors, so too he may identify with and emulate his master and do the same. Why should a
Jewish slave to a non-Jew crave to identify and emulate his master? It cannot be assumed that his
non-Jewish master always treats him with total respect, kindness and sensitivity. After all, he was
bought as a slave. It seems that our Sages are sharing with us a novel psychological phenomenon.
We crave to emulate one who subjugates us. We want to identify with that individual and model
ourselves after his behavior and character.
With this concept, we can better understand the emphasis on Torah study. Torah study brings us to
the observance of mitzvos, but since we are studying in order to perform the mitzvos, Torah study
generates within us a sense of subjugation to our Creator, the author of the Torah. This feeling of
obligation, subjugation and servitude inspires within us a desire to emulate our Creator and identify
and connect with Him. We therefore mold our character, develop our sensitivities and pattern our
actions after Him, enabling us to reach a level of refinement worthy of infinite reward. It also
enables us to be better prepared to connect with Him. Being more like Him allows us to forge a
closer and more intimate relationship with Him and thereby experience the ultimate pleasure and
fulfillment.
This idea allows us to better understand the existence of halachic disputes between our Sages. The
Talmud tells us that Talmudic disagreement arose only when there was a generation of students who
did not put in the fullest efforts, to their maximum capacity, to understand the words of their
teachers. Even though all of the disparate students‘ conclusions were taught by Hashem to Moshe
at Sinai, they were only different perspectives of a unified concept and not the total picture. As
partial perspectives, they were legitimatized by Hashem‘s teaching them to Moshe, even though they
lacked the total unified perspective. Since they differed about the appropriate halachic action, each
one advocating another halachic course of action, sometimes the opposite of each other, the question
arises: How can they both be halachically valid? Which approach is the proper one as willed by
Hashem?
In the light of the above, this question resolves itself. Since the essence of Torah is Torah study,
and the performance of Mitzvos is for the purpose of actualizing the study, allowing us to subjugate
ourselves to Hashem, then as long as a halachic position is derived from the proper source and by the
proper system, then the specific actions can be in dispute and both can be considered halachically
valid: 
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―…for you shall not cause to go up in smoke from any leavening or fruit-honey as a fire-offering to
Hashem‖
(Leviticus 2:11)
In parshas Vayikra we are taught the commandment not to bring yeast or honey on to the mizbea’ich.
The Sefer Hachinuch*, said he was very hesitant in writing a reason for this mitzvah because it
seemed beyond his rational comprehension of the Torah. However, he said that he needed to write
something for his son‘s understanding - lest he rebel in his youth because he took the Torah for
granted and had no feelings for the positive benefits that come from it.
The Sefer Hachinuch continues to explain that the Torah should not be like a sealed book, but
rather is full of meaning and tangible benefits and rewards. Children‘s initial encounter with Torah
should be with the understanding that it contains many positive benefits.
This idea is not, however, merely for children alone. The Ralbag writes that if you want a loved one
to do a bizarre and painful service for you, first you should tell him of the benefits, and only then
about the painful service.
We see such a concept regarding Avraham Avinu. When Hashem wanted to tell Avraham about the
mitzvah of bris milah, first He told him that he was going to proliferate into a great nation, and that he
would receive the land of Israel, and only then did He tell him about the painful operation he was to
undergo.
If for Avraham Avinu, who reached such levels of purity, knowing the reasons and benefits of his
actions would make such a difference, surely it would make a big difference in our lives as well.
*The Sefer Hachinuch was a Rishon, a Torah Scholar who lived around 500 years ago, who wrote a
sefer which elucidated the meaning and benefits of all 613 mitzvos. He presented the sefer to his son as
a present upon reaching Bar Mitzvah age.
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―They would not listen to Me…and I will suspend from the streets of Yehuda…the sound of joy
and gladness…‖ (Jeremiah 7:26…7:34)
In the haftorah of this week's parsha the prophet Yirmiya tells the Jewish people of the parallel
between their spiritual shortcomings and their physical well-being. He warns that if they do not
follow the directives of G-d, then they will suffer physical devastation. He describes in detail their
suffering and warns them to repent before it is too late.
The Jewish people are truly unique in this respect. Many religions speak of a relationship between
deeds and fortunes; however, the connection is always in the afterlife, where the good will merit and
the bad will suffer. Only in Judaism do we find this relationship out in the open, visible for all to see
and predicted by our prophets.
Yirmiya told the Jewish people that if they did not return to G-d the Beis Hamikdashwould be
destroyed and the people would be scattered. When they did not heed his warnings the prophecies
came to pass. Jerusalem was destroyed by the Babylonians and the Jewish people were scattered
among the nations of the world.
The Torah and our prophets promise us that when we conduct ourselves properly then our fortunes
will fare well, but when we misbehave, then we will suffer tragedy. Our history attests time and again
to the truth of this formula, despite the fact that there is seemingly no rational relationship between
our behavior and our suffering at the hands of other nations.
Wherever we find devastation in Jewish history, we can trace it to our misdeeds, as in the times of
the destruction of the two Temples. In the stories of Chanukah and Purim, we find the threat of
tragedy about to befall our people - due to their misconduct - only to be averted when the Jews
returned to the ways of the Torah.
The last decade has seen a tremendous teshuva movement around the world; Jews have been flocking
to true Torah Judaism in astounding numbers. This may well be the fulfillment of another prophecy
of Yirmiya:


:
32: 37-39: "Behold I will gather them from all the lands... And they will be My people and I will be
their G-d..." (32:36-37):
May our conduct merit the fulfillment of this prophecy quickly in our days.
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―And the pig, for its hoof is split and its hoof is completely separated, but it does not chew its cud-it is unclean to you." (Leviticus 11:7)
The Torah states that the requirements for a kosher animal are that it has split hooves and chews its
cud. Immediately following this commandment, the Torah lists the animals that have only one of the
two criteria. The pig is listed as the only animal that has split hooves but does not chew its cud,
whereas the other four animals only chew their cud but do not have split hooves.
The GemaraChullin 59explains that the reason the Torah lists these exceptions is to tell us that
only these four animals fulfill one of these two requirements, no others. The halacha remains, to this
day, that any animal that has split hooves and is not in the pig family is kosher. It is not necessary to
determine whether or not it chews its cud, because the only animal that will ever have split hooves
and not chew its cud is the pig.
After thousands of years, an exception to this rule has not been found. No human being could have
known thousands of years ago, that there were no species of animal that could disqualify this law,
only a Divine source could make such a statement.

)
"This may you eat from everything that is in water: everything that has fins and scales in the
water, in the seas and the river you may eat them." (Leviticus 11:9)
To qualify as kosher a fish must possess fins and scales. Chazaltell us that: "Every (fish) that has
scales also has fins, but there are those (fish) that have fins but no scales.‖ Thus the halacha is that a
fish with scales is permissible to eat, even if its fins cannot be distinguished.
This statement was made close to 2,000 years ago, and to date, among the twenty-five thousand or
so known species of fish, not one with scales has been found that does not also have fins.
Furthermore, there is no anatomical relationship between the development of fins and scales, thus
this statement could not have been based on some scientific observation.
The Gemara60b in reference to such information states: "Was Moshe a hunter or an archer? This is a
response to those who would say that the Torah is not from the heavens."
Moshe could not of his own knowledge have known so well the nature of all animals and made such
broad sweeping statements as those above.
We can clearly see the Divine authorship of our Torah.
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"And if she gives birth to a female, she shall be contaminated for two weeks..."
(Leviticus 12:5) 
The Torah has always been written without vowels which tell us how to pronounce and understand
the words. Here the pasuk says "she will be contaminated for ‗ which can be read ―shiv-im‖,
meaning 70 or ―shvu-ayim‖, meaning two weeks.
If it is read as ―shiv-im‖, 70 - what does it mean? Is she contaminated for seventy hours, days,
weeks, months or years?
The Oral Torah instructs us to that the proper reading is “sh’vu’ayim” – ―two weeks.‖ It is quite
obvious that the written Torah is virtually useless as a guide to proper action without an Oral Torah
to explain what it means.
This idea applies to many of the mitzvos which could not be understood, even in the simplest form,
without the Oral Torah. For example, the source of the law prohibiting milk and meat to be eaten
together is "You should not boil a kid in its mother's milk"Exodus
23:19
Is the word  to be read ―cha-leiv‖ meaning milk or ―chei-lev‖ meaning fat? With no Oral Torah
there would be no way to determine that this is read ( בלחmilk).
Even a superficial study of the Written Torah clearly underscores the essentiality of an Oral Torah,
without which the written document is overly ambiguous.
The Talmud, a part of the Oral Torah, relates the following story:
―Our Rabbis taught: A certain heathen once came before Shammai and asked him, "How many
Torahs do you have?" "Two," Shammai replied, "the Written Torah and the Oral Torah." "I believe
you with respect to the Written Torah‖ said the heathen, ―but not with respect to the Oral Torah.
Make me a convert on condition that you teach me the Written Torah only." But Shammai scolded
him and refused to teach him. When the heathen went before Hillel, he was accepted as a convet.
On the first day he was taught, Alef, bet, gimmel, daled; the following day Hillel reversed them to
him. "But yesterday you did not teach them to me this way," he protested. Hillel responded, "Must
you now rely upon me? Then rely upon me with respect to the Oral Torah as well." Shabbos 31a
Hillel attempted to show that the Written Torah must be accompanied by an Oral Tradition. The
convert was only willing to accept the Written Torah, but Hillel showed that such an attitude was
untenable. Without an Oral tradition, it is not possible to understand even the simple text of
the Torah, let alone its implications.
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―Upon the completion of the days of her purity for a son or for a daughter, she shall bring a sheep
within its first year for an elevation offering…‖ (Leviticus 12:6)
In parshas Tazria, we are taught the mitzvah of korban yoledes – a special sacrifice brought to the Beis
Hamikdash by a woman who had recently given birth.
The Sefer Hachinuch says that the essence of this mitzvah is for the mother to perform an action that
will arouse her to feel proper appreciation for the miracle of giving birth.
Most people take for granted the day to day occurrences human beings go through. As a result, a
woman who recently gave birth can feel that this is just the way of the world. However, when we
step back and look at it, we realize that when a woman survives the process of giving birth - with all
its complications and dangers - there is truly a tremendous miracle that was performed for her.
As people who strive to emulate our Creator, we must appreciate – with a real appreciation – the
kindness that is bestowed upon us. But this can be a difficult thing to do. Therefore, the Creator, in
his infinite kindness, gave us a tool to help us. This tool is performing the action of bringing a korban.
When we perform actions, it brings us to focus our thoughts on what it is we are doing.
This is so with all the mitzvos that Hashem gave to us. They are a tool that we can utilize to physically
involve ourselves in his Will and, consequently, focus our thoughts on that which is truly beneficial
to our well-being.
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―And I will waste you from upon the face of the earth, but I will not utterly destroy the House of
Jacob...‖ (Amos 9:8)

In this week's haftorah the prophet Amos makes several prophecies about the future of the Jewish
people.
Amos foretells that although Hashem will destroy the Jewish people, He will not allow the Jewish
people to be eliminated entirely. He also prophesizes of the Jew‘s exile among the nations of the
world (
―I will shake the House of Israel among all the nations..." (Amos 9:9)
Amos further tells that a time will come in the future when Eretz Yisroel will begin to flourish once
again (Amos 9:13) and then he continues that there will be a return of the exiles to Eretz Yisroel and
they will rebuild the devastated cities (9:14).
These prophecies seem very unlikely to occur:
a. Destruction and exile among all of the nations and yet the Jewish people will never
disappear
b. The flourishing once again of their original homeland that has been
empty and
desolate for so long
c. The return of the exiles to their original land
These prophecies were recorded in approximately 750 B.C. and in the millennia since we have seen
them fulfilled. The Jewish nation was exiled from Israel and has been scattered around the globe.
Yet, Eretz Yisroel is now a flourishing land once again inhabited by the Jewish people. 
The navi ends with the prophecy that Klal Yisroel will never again be removed from Eretz Yisroel  - "They will not be uprooted again from upon their land (Ibid, pasuk
15).
May we be zocheh to the fulfillment of this final prophecy and the coming of mashiach, speedily in our
days
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―It is a day of atonement...you shall afflict yourselves‖ (Leviticus 23:27)
In addition to the written Torah that Hashem dictated to Moshe, Hashem also taught him the oral
explanation of the Torah. This Oral Torah was passed down from Moshe, generation to generation,
to this very day. This week‘s parsha offers us some interesting insights into the process by which the
Oral Torah was transmitted.
The Torah tells us to afflict ourselves on Yom Kippur, yet it offers not a clue as to what type of
affliction this is referring to. This is all the more bizarre considering that the penalty of one who
does not afflict himself is an extremely serious punishment - kareis.
Without an oral explanation being given to Moshe there would be no way of knowing that affliction
is referring to not eating or drinking.
The same is true of the mitzva of esrog. The Torah says:
)
―You shall take for yourselves, on the first day, the fruit of a citron tree...‖ (Leviticus 23:40)
There are many types of citrus fruits, yet the Torah doesn‘t give us any idea which kind to take.
Nevertheless, for thousands of years Jews have used esrogim on Succos - not oranges, limes or
lemons. It must be that this information was given orally to Moshe and passed down.
We can also realize that this information had to have been given at the same time as the written
Torah. For if not, the written document would be virtually useless and the generation who was
commanded at Sinai to keep the mitzvos would not have been able to do so.
We can also see how carefully the oral tradition was transmitted by the fact that no one ever
interpreted ―affliction‖ to mean anything other than fasting and no one ever interpreted
 to be anything other than an esrog.
The millennia of detailed and consistent observance of the various mitzvos that could only be
understood with an oral explanation, testify to the veracity and accuracy of the transmission of the
oral explanation of the mitzvos of the Torah.
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―But an ox or a sheep, you may not slaughter it and its offspring on the same day.‖ (Leviticus 22:28)
In parshas Emor the Torahtells us that it is prohibited to shecht(ritually slaughter) an animal and its
young on the same day. The Sefer Hachinuch tells us Mitzvah 294that one reason for this mitzvah
is:


―To instill in our spirit the attribute of mercy and distance the attribute of cruelty, because it is an
evil attribute.‖
The Torah is teaching us that we need to refine our middos through our actions and it gives us a
mitzvah specifically to accomplish that objective. Although we may think ―What difference does it
make, animals don‘t have feelings?‖ by showing mercy on a animal and considering the lesson
inherent in it we will come to be more merciful people in every respect.
This same idea is found with respect to the custom of covering the challah at the Shabbos table.
There is a story told of Rabbi Yisroel Salanter, the founder of the Musser movement, which
highlights this point beautifully:
Rabbi Yisroel was once stranded in Kovno for Shabbos. Everyone wanted to host him, but he chose
to spend Shabbos at the home of a baker with no children to feed, to avoid taking away anyone's
portion of food.
The baker was an observant Jew and was overjoyed at Reb Yisroel‘s decision. As he ushered his
esteemed guest into his house, he shouted at his wife, "Why are the challahs not covered? How many
times must I remind you to cover the challahs?" The poor woman, recognizing her distinguished
guest, hurried to cover the challahs with tears in her eyes. When the baker asked Rabbi Yisroel to do
the honors by reciting the Kiddush, the Rabbi first asked him, "Can you tell me why we cover the
challahs?"
"Of course," replied the baker, "every child knows the answer. When there are many different foods
on the table, the first blessing is always made over the bread, after which no other blessing need be
made. On Friday night, however, the first blessing has to be made over the wine. In order not to
―shame‖ the challah, who expects the blessing to be made over her, we must cover her over until
after the sanctification of the wine."
Rabbi Yisroel looked at the baker incredulously. "Why do your ears not hear what your mouth is
saying?" he asked. "Do you think that our Jewish tradition does not understand that a piece of
dough has no feelings and would never become embarrassed? Understand that our laws are trying to
sensitize us to the feelings of human beings, our friends, our neighbors, and especially our wives!"
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―And Hashem spoke to Moshe on Har Sinai, saying... And when they will say ―What will we
eat in the seventh year? We can‘t plant or gather in our grain.‖ And I will command my
blessing for you in the sixth year and it will make grain for three years.‖ (Leviticus
25:1,20,21)

This parsha begins with ―And Hashem spoke to Moshe on Har Sinai...‖ and proceeds
to relate the laws of shemita, the resting of the land on every seventh year.
Rashi on this pasuk relates a question from chazal: Why does the Torah specifically
mention that the mitzvah of shemita was taught to Moshe at Har Sinai, weren‘t all of the
mitzvos given at Sinai?
Rashi answers that the Torah is teaching us that just as shemita was given by Hashem
at Sinai so too were all of the other mitzvos.
However, a question remains. If the purpose of telling us that shemita was given at
Sinai is to teach that all of the mitzvos were also given at Sinai, then why does it have to
teach us this lesson specifically concerning shemita? The Torah could have told us that
any mitzvah was given at Har Sinai, and we could have understood from there that all
the other mitzvos were also. Why shemita?
The Chasam Sofer answers that the mitzvah of shemita in particular, demonstrates that
the mitzvos were given by the Creator at Sinai. The Torah tells us Hashem will give a
special blessing to the crop of the sixth year, and it will produce enough for the sixth,
seventh, and eighth year until they can work the land and produce a harvest for the
ninth year 25:20-21. This miraculous promise could only be guaranteed and fulfilled
by Hashem. Therefore, it was chosen that the mitzvah of shemita would teach us the
lesson that all the mitzvos were taught at Sinai.
The special relationship between keeping shemita and a bountiful sixth year is evident
throughout history. Even today there are reports of incidents of farmers who keep
shemita and experience miraculous blessing in their fields.
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―Each of you shall not aggrieve his fellow, and you shall fear your God…‖ (Leviticus
25:17)
In parshas Behar we are taught the mitzvah not to hurt another person with words.
The Sefer Hachinuch teaches that the essence of this mitzvah is to enhance peace
among people.
The Gemara says that if a person was hanged and someone was to come along and
ask a relative of the hanged to ―hang up this fish for me,‖ he would be transgressing
the mitzvah to not hurt another with words. Even though the pain may be only a
subconscious pain, still it is considered a breach of peace between people.
Chazal tell us that peace is considered the goblet that holds all blessing, and through
the maintenance of peace, Hashem pours his blessing upon the world.
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―Take census of the entire assembly of the Children of Israel according to their families, according
to their fathers' household, by number of the names, every male according to their head count…All
their countings were six hundred and three thousand, five hundred and fifty.‖ (Numbers 1:1, 2, 46)
The Torah records in this parsha specific information on the number of witnesses that were present
to witness and attest to the miraculous events at Sinai and the miracles of life in the desert.
The Torah tells us that there were 603,550 males between the ages of twenty and sixty. It can be
assumed that there were an approximately equal number of females brings the total to 1,207,100. If
we assume only two children to each family and adults over sixty, the number of witnesses swells to
over 3,000,000.
The Torah also tells us that there were only 22,273 first born men. This number seems small
relative to the total amount of men. This can be reconciled if we take into account what Chazal say
that women gave birth to six children at a time. And if we recalculate the numbers, assuming six
children per family, the total population of Bnei Yisroel increases to approximately 5,500,000!
The Torah tells us that the entire nation witnessed the events at Sinai and the miracles of the desert
and the review of all of these events by Moshe in the book of Devarim.
This means we are talking about millions of witnesses who witnessed these miraculous events and
passed on this testimony, in the written text of the Torah, to their children and grandchildren.
Since the text states that they witnessed these events themselves, the giving of the text to their future
generations, represents a tremendous eyewitness testimony to the veracity of these events. This sort
of testimony is unparalleled in any other religion or tradition.
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―When he [the Kohen] will cause the women to drink the bitter waters…‖ (Numbers 5:24)
Shavuos, the day that the Creator gave the Torah to the Jewish people 3,322 years ago, is truly
unique in the annals of world history and religion. To this day, no other nation has ever made a
claim of public revelation by the Creator Himself to an entire nation, composed of millions of
people, and that the nation then lived to pass on the testimony to the next generation.
The text of the Torah itself is an inherent testimony which the first generation related to their
children first hand. The multitude of children all passed down their tradition to their children until
this very day.
The Torah, however, goes even further. It gives us vast amounts of information, which in the event
that someone would question the veracity of the account of the public revelation, would serve to
further clarify the fact that the author of the Torah, can be none other than the Creator Himself.
One such piece of information appears in parshas Naso. The Torah tells us in the parsha about the
situation of the wife who is suspected by her husband of marital infidelity. After being issued the
appropriate warning, which she violated, she is given a special potion to drink which will test
whether or not she, in fact, did violate her relationship with her husband.
This miraculous potion, which would cause terrible physical symptoms if she was guilty and not
harm her at all if innocent, was practiced for over a thousand years, during the times of the
Mishkans and Beis Hamikdashs.
Had this potion not worked accurately, being able to discern between the faithful wife and the
unfaithful one, it would have become the laughing stock of the women, "Don't worry," an
experienced woman would tell her friend, "it doesn't work. Even if you sinned, it won't hurt you."
The fact that this continued to be practiced and did not inspire disloyalty to the Torah, clearly
shows that this miraculous system worked and that the Torah and its observances were, in fact,
given by the Creator Himself.
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―They shall confess their sin that they committed…‖ (Numbers 5:7)

In parshas Naso, we are taught the mitzvah of viduy devarim: a person should confess his aveiros
verbally before Hashem. (The Rambam writes that this mitzvah is the root of the teshuva process –
the expression of regret and remorse etc.)
The Sefer Hachinuch writes, that the main idea behind this mitzvah is that when one admits to a
mistake verbally, it reveals the person‘s inner thoughts that he has and the knowledge that he knows
and believes that everything he does is known before Hashem. He is not pretending that anything is
a secret.
The way to understand this is that it‘s so embarrassing to admit a mistake before Hashem - that I
violated the Creator of the World‘s directives. And unless I really felt that He knew it all along, it
would be too hard for me to admit it. So by admitting it, I‘m expressing that He knows everything –
and that expression makes it easier to do teshuva. It dispels the ability that I might have to fool myself
that, ―well no one really knows anything anyway, so what do I have to worry about.‖
Furthermore, by mentioning and expressing the remorse, a person is more cautious about repeating
the problem in the future. And of course, this act alone makes a person more worthy before
Hashem – which is His ultimate desire in everything He does: to do good for us. Therefore, He
gives us this good way to make ourselves worthy, so he can bestow upon us further goodness.
The concept of not taking mistakes for granted, but rather, recognizing that Hashem is aware of
everything is a very helpful piece in bringing about the process of teshuva.
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―The Children of Israel shall make the pesach-offering in its appointed time…On the day the
Tabernacle was set up, the cloud covered the Tabernacle that was a tent for the Testimony, and in
the evening there would be upon the Tabernacle like a fiery appearance until morning. So it would
always be: the cloud would cover it, and an appearance of fire until night.‖ (Numbers 9:2,15,16)
In this week‘s parsha, we find the Bnei Yisroel observing Pesach (Passover) during the second year
after leaving Egypt. We also find a detailed description of the special cloud by day and pillar of fire
at night that covered the Mishkan.
Both accounts serve as powerful testimony to the miraculous events of the Exodus and the life in
the desert. The Torah designated the celebration of Pesach to commemorate G-d's passing over the
Jewish homes when He slew the firstborns. The holiday was first observed during the Jews' second
year in the desert, when the vast majority of the people involved in the celebration had lived through
the events described in the Torah. Their willingness to abide by the stringent laws of the holiday,
and to refer to it by that name, Pesach, serves as testimony to the reality of the events.
The nation witnessed the pillar of the cloud by day and pillar of fire at night alternately guarding the
Mishkan. This occurred throughout their stay in the desert. The Torah, which describes these events
in detail, was passed on by them to their children. This passage serves as eyewitness testimony to the
veracity of these events.
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In the second month, on the fourteenth day, in the afternoon shall he make it… (Numbers 9:11)

In parshas B‘haloscha, we are taught the mitzvah of pesach sheni: on the 14th of Iyar (exactly a month
after the original pesach sacrifice is brought), anyone who was unable to bring the korban pesach the
first time (because they were tamei, or for various other reasons mentioned in the Torah), is given
another opportunity to do so.
The Sefer Hachinuch explains that the foundation of this mitzvah lies in the fact that pesach itself is a
strong sign – a clarifying force – to everyone who saw the miracles of the Exodus from Egypt – that
there was a creation and that there is a Creator. At the time of the exodus, Hashem performed the
greatest of miracles that challenged the laws of nature themselves. Many nations witnessed this
public demonstration of Hashem‘s function and ability in the world, and it was very clear that
Hashem created the world from nothingness at the time he wished to, although ‗something from
nothing‘ is impossible within the laws of nature. Yet, just as He was able to create a universe from
nothing, so too He was able to cause a sea to split into dry land and cover up when the people all
passed through; and so too, a nation was able to be sustained in the wilderness for 40 years from
sustenance that fell from the heavens each day, and the myriad of other miracles that constantly
happened.
This idea, that there was a creation, is a foundation and pillar of our Torah and belief. For if
someone were to believe that the world always existed, then there would also have to be no Torah,
no World to Come, and no connection to Klal Yisroel.
Therefore, Hashem wanted to make sure that everyone would have a chance to partake in this
mitzvah, so they could be inspired to realize, recognize and remember that there is a Creator. And
even someone who couldn‘t make it to the Beis Hamikdash to bring the korban pesach, would have a
second chance, to remember through the actions of the korban, to act, relive, review, remember,
remind and imprint the message of yetzias mitzrayim, whose underlying message is that Hashem is the
Creator.
And of course, once one knows that there is a Creator, then it follows that there is a purpose. And
this really gives a sense of meaning and purpose to one‘s life. Therefore, Hashem wanted that
everybody be a part of that, and thus, in His infinite kindness, gave us the mitzvah of pesach sheni.
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―Hashem said to Moshe: How long will this people provoke Me, and how long will they not have
faith in Me, despite all the signs that I have performed in their midst.‖ (Numbers 14:11)
This parsha's references to the shortcomings of the generation that witnessed the greatest of miracles
in Egypt and the desert as well as the Divine Revelation at Sinai, is very unique. Not only do we find
the Torah telling us about seemingly serious shortcomings of such great people, but the nature of
the weaknesses themselves is incredulous.
Could such a nation, having experienced such miraculous events, be lacking in their belief or be in
need of testing Hashem to such an extent?
Although we are fully aware of the fact that these were the greatest of our tzadikim, and any
shortcoming of which they are accused is only infinitesimally small, the contradiction of people with
such experiences in their backgrounds being referred to as lacking, even ever so slightly in their
belief, is in fact difficult to comprehend.
The Torah obviously wants to teach us that no matter how great our background and awareness, we
can, in fact, fall very far. The fact that the Torah allows us to see such an unbelievable paradox, in
order to teach us this lesson, gives us that sense that this document can be nothing other than a true
statement of history and reality.
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―It shall be that when you will eat of the bread of the land, you shall set aside a portion for
Hashem.‖ (Numbers 15:19)

In parshas Shlach we are taught the mitzvah of hafrashas challah: separating a piece of dough one is
kneading, to be given to the kohen.
The Sefer Hachinuch teaches that the idea behind this mitzvah is that the principle sustenance of a
human being is food, and most commonly – bread. Hashem, in his infinite kindness, wanted to give
us merits through performing a mitzvah every time we bake bread. So, it comes out that every time a
person bakes bread they receive sustenance for their body - the food – and sustenance for their soul
– the merit of hafrashas challah.
When a person is able to perform a mitzvah through the trivial mundanities of life, such as baking
bread, the simple acts become imbibed with a spiritual purpose and content, which in turn should
become a merit, a bracha, that he should always have enough of it and be satisfied from it.
Furthermore, all the brachos of the world, which Hashem desires to shower upon us, He wants us to
earn and deserve. Because if the reward is not earned, then it‘s not real, it‘s not true, it‘s not
appreciated, and it‘s simply a travesty of justice and truth.
If one were to get an honor or benefit they don‘t deserve, they end up being more embarrassed by
the charade than happy for the accolade. Hashem wants us to earn our reward.
So, in His infinite wisdom and kindness, He places a mitzvah in our bread – our main sustenance –
so that through the merit, we should earn that sustenance. Furthermore, we will also be able to
appreciate the sustenance even more. It is as the Kuzari says regarding making brachos on things we
benefit from in the world, it enhances our appreciation of the things we have and it can cause one to
think about what he has and consider the alternative.
To reiterate, Hashem constantly desires to give us blessings, so He set up a system that we can easily
accumulate more merits that make us deserving of even more.
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―Just as the new heavens and new earth which I make stand in front of Me, says Hashem, so shall
your offspring and your name stand (forever).‖ (Isaiah 66:22. Haftorah for Shabbos Rosh Codesh)

Concerning the Jews, by Mark Twain
If the statistics are right, the Jews constitute but one percent of the human race. It suggests a
nebulous dim puff of star dust lost in the blaze of the Milky Way. Properly the Jew ought hardly to
be heard of. He is as prominent on the planet as any other people, and his commercial importance is
extravagantly out of proportion to the smallness of his bulk. His contributions to the world's list of
great names in literature, science, art, music, finance, medicine and abstruse learning are also away
out of proportion to the weakness of his numbers. He has made a marvelous fight in this world, in
all the ages; and has done it with his hands tied behind him. He could be vain of himself, and be
excused for it. The Egyptian, the Babylonian, and the Persian rose, filled the planet with sound and
splendor, then faded to dream-stuff and passed away; the Greek and the Roman followed, and made
a vast noise, and they are gone; other peoples have sprung up and held their torch high for a time,
but it burned out, and they sit in twilight now, or have vanished. The Jew saw them all, beat them all,
and is now what he always was, exhibiting no decadence, no infirmities of age, no weakening of his
parts, no slowing of his energies, no dulling of his alert and aggressive mind. All things are mortal
but the Jew; all other forces pass, but he remains. What is the secret of his immortality?
(From the article "Concerning the Jews" Harpers (1899) see "The Complete Essays of Mark Twain"
Doubleday (1963) Pg. 249)
What Is a Jew? by Leo Nikolaicvitch Tolstoy
What is a Jew? This question is not at all so odd as it seems. Let us see what kind of peculiar creature
the Jew is, which all rulers and all the nations have together and separately abused and molested,
oppressed and persecuted, trampled and butchered, burned and hanged -- and in spite of all this is
yet alive. What is a Jew, who has never allowed himself to be led astray by all the earthly possessions
which his oppressors and persecutors constantly offered him in order that he should change his faith
and forsake his own Jewish religion? The Jew is that sacred being who has brought down from
heaven the everlasting fire and has illumined with it the entire world. He is the religious source,
spring and fountain out of which all the rest of the people have drawn their beliefs and their
religions. The Jew is the emblem of eternity. He whom neither slaughter nor torture of thousands of
years could destroy; he who in neither fire nor sword nor inquisition was able to wipe off the face of
the earth, he who was the first to produce the Oracles of God, he who has been for so long the
guardian of prophecy, and who transmitted it to the rest of the world -- such a nation cannot be
destroyed. The Jew is as everlasting as is eternity itself.
(From" Jewish World" London, 1908)
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―But to the holy vessels and to the Altar they shall not approach…‖ (Numbers 18:3)
The kohanim (priests) and levi’im both had particular responsibilities in the daily service of the Beis
Hamikdash. In parshas Korach, the Torah teaches us that it is forbidden for the kohanim to do the
service of the levi’im.
The Sefer Hachinuch explains that both of these services were so critical and important that they
needed to be prevented from any sense of laziness or forgetfulness.
He goes on to explain that there is no doubt that any job that is the responsibility of two different
people, there is a much higher frequency of mistakes than if it was the sole responsibility of one.
When there are two people, it‘s very common for a person to say that the other one will take care of
it – and nothing ends up getting done.
This is as our Rabbis have taught us, by way of analogy (Bava Basra 24): ―the pot of two partners is
neither hot nor cold.‖
This is a very interesting principle: when something is very important, we have to make sure it
doesn‘t become a communal responsibility. Because if it‘s not in the hands of a single person, the
results can become very negative: people forget, become confused and neglect their part. Therefore,
everyone must have their own responsibilities.
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―Hashem said to Moshe and Ahron: Because you did not believe in Me to sanctify Me in the eyes
of the Children of Israel, therefore you will not bring this congregation to the land that I have given
them.‖
(Numbers 20:12)
This pasuk is very unique in many ways. Once again, we find a very straightforward and sharp
criticism of our greatest leaders. Furthermore, the shortcoming is regarding their belief in Hashem which would seem almost impossible for two individuals who communicated directly with the
Creator.
Although we know that the shortcoming in belief referred to here is of infinitesimally small
microscopic proportion, and the Torah only reveals it to us to teach us a lesson, it once again gives
us that sense that this document could be nothing other than truthful, or it never would have
spoken so frankly about such great leaders.
What is the lesson that the Torah is teaching us about belief? The Gur Aryeh explains that their
shortcoming in hitting the rock instead of speaking to it and in referring to Klal Yisroel as rebellious
was an ever-so-slight expression of anger, which could have been avoided had they strengthened
their belief and trust in Hashem. It seems that even the ultimate level of knowledge and trust in
Hashem can still find room for more growth. And if this growth is not constantly expanded upward,
it can lead to tragic repercussions. Moshe and Aaron would not be allowed to enter Eretz Yisroel
because of this minute lack of achievement, which led to an ever-so-slight expression of anger.
This lesson is very relevant today in many ways. There is much talk about codes in the Torah,
information about events to take place thousands of years later, which are found encoded in our
ancient Torah. In his book, "The Bible Codes," Michael Orosnin presents this amazing information,
to which he fully subscribes and is certain that an encoder included this information in the Hebrew
Bible, millennia ago. Yet, when asked in an interview whether he believes in G-d, his response was
that he is not sure. We see that belief has infinite levels and we can realize that someone encoded
information, that no one could have known thousands of years ago, and yet still have questions
about G-d.
The American Jewish Committee, in its Annual Survey of American Jewish Opinion (1997), reports
the response to the following questions:
Is there a G-d?
Did He dictate the Torah to Moses?

Definitely Yes: 63% Probably Yes: 22%
Definitely Yes: 39% Probably Yes: 31%

According to their statistics there should be an overwhelming majority of Torah-observant Jews. We
see that belief has infinite levels. Therefore, even when we do in fact believe, we must still constantly
deepen and strengthen our beliefs even more to translate them into action and commitment.
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―And they shall take to you a completely red cow…‖ (Numbers 19:2)
In parshas Chukas we are taught the mitzvah of para aduma: a process involving sprinkling the ashes of
a certain red cow on a person who has become ritually impure from a dead body, in order to purify
him.
The Sefer Hachinuch explains that even though his entire work of explaining the benefits and
lessons of the mitzvos is to educate his children and their friends, it is almost just an excuse, because
it is really very much for himself. As he seems to imply by saying ―to educate my children‖ was an
excuse to defend myself if someone were to criticize me for what I was doing.
Regarding the mitzvah of para aduma, the midrash says that Hashem revealed the meaning behind it to
none other than Moshe Rabbeinu himself. Even Shlomo Hamelech, who knew all the wisdom of
the world, says in Koheles (7:23), ―I thought I would become wise, but this [para aduma] was beyond
me.‖
Faced with a seemingly insurmountable challenge in front of him, the Sefer Hachinuch says that his
hands became weak. Yet, the love of Holy Writings and the desire to achieve knowledge and
understanding of something that is beyond him – shook his pen to write. He felt he was almost
forced to write out of his love for Torah and his desire to understand.
What can be taken from this paragraph is that although the Sefer Hachinuch was writing the benefits
and lessons of the mitzvos for himself, on this mitzvah he couldn‘t have. Yet, because of an almost
‗out of control‘ passion to understand the benefits of the mitzvos he felt compelled to pen a reason.
This is something very important and truly significant for us to learn: the importance of knowing the
benefits of mitzvos.
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―Israel settled in Shittim and the people began to commit harlotry with the daughters of Moav.
They [Moav] invited the people to the feasts of their gods; the people [Israel] ate and prostrated
themselves to their gods.‖ (Numbers 25:1,2)‖
In this week‘s parsha, the Torah teaches us a lesson for all times. The generation that wandered in the
desert was known as the dor de’ah, the generation of the ultimate spiritual enlightenment, who had
heard the voice of G-d directly and lived a life of constant miracles. Yet, even these spiritual giants
were so vulnerable to temptation. Bilam, an Aramean prophet ,advised Balak, the king of Moav, that
the best method to undermine Bnei Yisroel was to expose them to the temptation of the daughters
of Moav. The Torah tells us that these women influenced them to practice idolatry as well.
Despite the fact that the sins of these spiritual giants must be understood as infinitely small
infractions, only considered so severe due to the greatness of the perpetrators, the lesson is still very
poignant.
The greatest of people can fall to the ultimate depths of idolatry, through the influence of
temptation and passion. These people knew very well that idolatry and forbidden relations were
major offenses, yet so many succumbed.
This disparaging episode in our history certainly does not show us at our finest hour, yet the Torah
relates it to us none the less. Once again, the commitment to truth and the benefits of the lesson
take precedence over presenting our heroes in the best light.
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―…for they [the tribe of Levi] did not count themselves among the Childeren of Israel, for an
inheritance was not given to them among the Children of Israel.‖ (Numbers 26:62)
When the Jewish people settled in the land of Israel, each person‘s survival relied heavily on having a
proper amount of land to raise produce and cattle. Therefore, each tribe was allocated a fair share.
However, the Torah tells us that the tribe of Levi was to receive no share of the land, but would
rather serve in the Beis Hamikdash on behalf of the people and be sustained through the gifts given
to them from the rest of Klal Yisroel. The tribe of Levi was the family of Moshe and Aaron.
This situation is extremely unusual in the history of religions and nations - that the leaders and their
families should not receive a major portion of the wealth, the land, and therefore the financial
power.
Those who question the Divine authorship of the Torah would most likely purport Moshe and
Aaron and the most learned of the tribes - Levi, as the human candidates for its authorship.
Yet the fact that they received no share in the land and its wealth, make this possibility extremely
unlikely to consider.
Had they in fact authored this document, they would have most certainly reserved at least an equal
portion for themselves and their tribe.
Once again the very nature of the information given in this document makes it quite obvious that it
was not the product of the wise men and leaders of the day.
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―These are the journeys of the Children of Israel, who went forth from the land of Egypt according
to their legions, under the hand of Moshe and Aaron.‖ (Numbers 33:1)
The story of the forty years of traveling in the desert is one of the most amazing sagas in the history
of the Jewish people. How could a nation of over three million people survive for forty years in an
area that did not have any natural means of providing food, water or protection from the elements!?
The specific details of their travels, as well as the miraculous sources of their food, water, clothing
and protection are all clearly enumerated in the Torah's account of those events.
To imagine a human patron for a nation under such conditions is unthinkable. That generation, who
experienced these events firsthand, passed down the Torah, with its account of these events, to their
children and future generations. This serves as an eye-witness testimony to these events.
The magnitude of the physical survival involved makes such a story impossible to fabricate. There
can be no other explanation to attempt to explain these occurrences, other than the reality of the
Torah‘s account.
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Not only does our Torah claim that an entire nation, millions of people, witnessed so many
miraculous events, a claim not made by any other nation or religion, but it also presents the
following scene.
At the end of the forty years in the desert, Moshe speaks to the entire nation and reviews with
them all of the events that they themselves witnessed and in which they personally participated. He
refers to them constantly and directly in the second person, "You witnessed," "You remember,"
"You saw," and is very specific, with great detail.
He commands, in the name of Hashem, that the document which records his telling them directly
that which they actually witnessed, the Torah must be taught to their children and passed on to
future generations. The fact that so many people have passed on the very same document, without
change, to their children, knowing that it records how they were present when Moshe reviewed the
events in which they actually participated, provides real testimony to the reality of the events
recorded in the Torah
We know that it was transmitted without change because every Torah is virtually the same. We find,
for example, that there are only two letters which are different in the Torah of the Yemenite Jews
and the Torah of the Ashkenazim, who had little contact for approximately 2,000 years This is a
clear indication that it was transmitted without additions or deletions, for how would they have
communicated these changes to each other. The New Testament, which is much younger than the
Torah and a fourth of its size, has thousands of variant readings, in spite of the fact that those who
copied the texts were protected by kings and popes, while we suffered attempt after attempt to
destroy our people and our Torah.
All of these people would not have lied to their own children and certainly there never could have
been such a coordinated lie, to be attested to by millions. No other nation ever made such a claim
and the Torah tells us that no nation ever will.
This idea is found again and again in the early parsha of Devarim.

 בכל מעשה ידך ידע לכתך את המדבר הגדל,"כי ה' אלהיך ברכך
)ז:הזה זה ארבעים ׁשנה ה' אלהיך עמך לא חסרת דבר" (דברים ב





―For Hashem, your G-d, has blessed you in all your handiwork; He knew your way in this great
Wilderness; this forty-year period Hashem, your G-d, was with you; you did not lack a thing‖
(Deut. 2:7)
Moshe recounts for the Bnei Yisrael their miraculous survival in the desert. If the people had not
witnessed the events they were again being reminded of, at least a handful of dissenters would have
arisen in protest. The Jews were certainly not in the habit of holding back comment against their
leaders or even G-d Himself, for that matter, and for them to have accepted the Torah and passed it
on, they must have been convinced beyond a doubt that its accounts were valid.
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)ג:דבר משה אל בני ישראל" (דברים א..."ויהי בארבעים שנה
"And it was in the fortieth year…Moshe spoke to the Children of Israel…" (Deut. 1:3)

)" (רש"י שם... ממי למד? מיעקב."מלמד שלא הוכיחן אלא סמוך למיתה
"This teaches us that Moshe didn't rebuke them except immediately before his death. From whom
did he learn to do this? From Yaakov…" (Rashi ibid.)

Rashi teaches that Yaakov Aveinu explained to Reuven that the reason he didn‘t reprimand him
before lying on his deathbed was because Yaakov was afraid that Reuven would be so offended that
he would leave him and connect with Esav. Yaakov knew how to reprimand in a gentle way and
Reuven was a great tzadik; even so, Yaakov was afraid that the pain of reprimand to Reuven would
be so great that he might leave Yaakov to join with Esav, his evil uncle.
How careful we must be in criticizing and reprimanding our children, or anyone else for that matter.
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Prophecy of the Future Course of History

" בעמים ונשארתם מתי מספר בגוים אשר ינהג ה' אתכם שמה,"והפיץ ה' אתכם
כז:דברים ד
"Hashem will scatter you among the peoples, and you will be left few in number among the nations
where Hashem will lead you." (Deut. 4:27)
The circumstances of this exile are extremely unusual. Typically, the defeated nation is exiled into
the land of the victors; the Jews, however, were dispersed among many nations. This is the factor
that makes this exile even less predictable. Throughout history, the only other people recorded to
have undergone dispersal by a conquering nation, were the Carthaginians, of whom not a trace
remains.
The second point of this prophecy is that the Torah says they will go into exile and will remain few
in number. The normal situation would be that if the population of a country is dispersed among so
many people they would soon disappear. Here the Torah says that they will be dispersed and they
will remain, but few in number. If you wanted to guarantee that a population will remain, you don't
predict that they will be few in number, for if they are to remain in spite of their exile, it would
make sense to increase their number many fold. Yet the Torah prophesied that they will remain, but
few in number. Only the One who has control over nature and history could have made such a
statement.
Testimony

"אנכי עמד בין ה' וביניכם בעת ההוא
)ה:להגיד לכם את דבר ה' כי יראתם מפני האש ולא עליתם בהר" (דברים ה
"I was standing between Hashem and you at that time, to relate the word of Hashem to you – for
you were afraid of the fire and did not ascend the mountain" (Deut. 5:5)
This is another example of Moshe telling the nation that they experienced direct communication
with Hashem, not through an intermediary or by any other means. He also makes it very clear that
once they had this communication, they were afraid for it to continue and were prepared to rely on
Moshe. The Bnei Yisrael accepted the prophecy of Moshe not because Moshe told them to, but
because of what they themselves experienced.
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"רק השמר לך ושמר נפשך מאד פן ּתשכח את הדברים אשר ראו עיניך ופן יסורו מלבבך כל ימי חייך
)ט:" (דברים ד...והודעתם לבניך ולבני בניך
"Only beware for yourself and greatly beware for your soul, lest you forget the things that your eyes
have beheld and lest you remove them from your heart all the days of your life, and make them
known to your children and your children's children…" (Deut. 4:9)
In this parsha, we find Moshe rabeinu reviewing with the entire nation, the highlights of the events
that they witnessed and in which they personally participated. He refers to the exodus from Egypt
and the receiving of the Torah, hearing G-d's voice, as events that "you saw, you heard," etc.
Even for generations later, this serves as powerful testimony to the truth of these events. The
document that we have, which was passed down from the first generation, records the leader
speaking to the entire nation and telling them what they saw. When they pass this document on to
their children and grandchildren, it serves as eyewitness testimony.
Imagine, however, the first generation. They actually witnessed these miraculous events that Moshe
is reviewing with them.
Why then does Moshe conclude his speech with the words "and you should know it this day and
return it (the information) to your heart that Hashem is G-d . . .?"
Why does he have to tell them to return it to their hearts, could these experiences ever be forgotten?
They are the ones who experienced these events personally.
It seems that the human being is constantly under pressure to forget, deny or lose focus of the
truth, in order to compromise his actions.
We therefore need constant review of the basics of Torah knowledge and belief to be able to live
according to them consistently.
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ה:"ואהבת את ה' אלקיך" (דברים ו
You shall love Hashem, your G-d (Deut. 6:5)
The Sefer Hachinuch states that ahavas Hashem – loving Hashem - is necessary because without
ahavas Hashem one will not observe the mitzvos properly. This is very interesting because it means that
even if a person is full of fear of heaven, still, without ―love of Hashem‖ he will not be able to
fulfill the mitzvos properly.

ז:"ושננתם לבניך" (דברים ו
You shall teach them to your children (Deut. 6:7)
The Chinuch explains that besides the fact that learning Torah brings one to know how to perform
the mitzvos, there is also a very significant additional benefit. The Chinuch seems to express that the
main benefit of learning Torah is to come to understand the intent behind the Torah and mitzvos,
and this is more likely to come through the study of Torah than just doing the mitzvos.
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"המסת הגדלת אשר ראו עיניך והאתת והמפתים והיד החזקה והזרע הנטויה אשר הוצאך ה' אלקיך כן
יעשה ה' אלהיך לכל העמים אשר אתה ירא מפניהם
וזכרת את כל הדרך אשר הוליכך ה' אלהיך זה ארבעים שנה במדבר למען ענתך לנסתך לדעת את
 ויענך וירעבך ויאכלך את המן אשר לא ידעת ולא ידעון אבתיך.אשר בלבבך התשמר מצותו אם לא
 שמלתך ה' לא בלתה.למען הודיעך כי לא על הלחם לבדו יחיה האדם כי על כל מוצא פי יחיה האדם
)ד- ב: ח,יט:מעליך ורגלך לא בצקה זה ארבעים שנה" (ז
"The great tests that your eyes saw, and the signs, the wonders, the strong hand, and the outstretched
arm with which Hashem, your G-d, took you out – so shall Hashem, your G-d, do to all the peoples
before whom you fear. ..You shall remember the entire road on which Hashem, your G-d, led you
these forty years in the wilderness so as to afflict you, to test you, to know what is in your heart,
whether you would observe His commandments or not. He afflicted you and let you hunger, then
He fed you the manna that you did not know, nor did your forefathers know, in order to make you
know that not by bread alone does man live, rather everything that emanates from the mouth of Gd does man live. Your garments did not wear out upon you and your feet did not swell, these forty
years." (Deut. 7:19, 8:2-4)
These pesukim underscore, once again, the uniqueness of our historical claims. Moshe addresses the
entire nation, referring to supernatural, miraculous events that they personally experienced. The
living for forty years on the mun, food coming daily from heaven with a double portion on Friday,
clothing growing with them and never wearing out for forty years; and all sorts of other miracles.
Not only is the fact that they are told that they witnessed these events themselves, and subsequently
pass this account on to future generations, a unique phenomenon, the events themselves are very
telling. We are referring not just to a miraculous occurrence, but miracles occurring constantly, daily
for the entire forty years in the desert.
Furthermore, the very fact that they survived in the desert, as a massive nation of millions of people
for forty years, is truly miraculous in itself. How also could they have survived the drastically
changing elements, the lack of natural source of food, water and basic necessities.
Such a story of national survival for so long over such an extended period of time, is not found in
the annals of history of other nations.
The entire story provides a unique dimension of clarity to our history. The Torah demands that each
year, the Jewish nation remember these events, by leaving the comfort of their home, and living in a
frail and temporary dwelling, the sukkah.
The Torah tells us that this mitzva is observed so that "future generations should know, " of the
miraculous survival in the desert. It seems that the unbroken chain of generation after generation
relating these events and reliving them through the mitzva of sukkah, provides future generations,
not just with a belief in supernatural events, but rather clear "knowledge" of the historical record
of Divine miracles.
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י:"ואכלת ושבעת וברכת" (דברים ח
"You will eat and you will be satisfied, and bless Hashem, your G-d" (Deut. 8:10)
The Sefer Hachinuch explains that Hashem‘s purpose in creating the world was to bestow chesed
(kindness) and that the ultimate chesed is when that kindness has been earned and is duly deserved.
With the reciting of birchos hamazon, as in all brachos, we have the opportunity to internalize the fact
that Hashem is mevuroch, the source of all good and blessing in the world. This realization brings us
great merit and entitles us to deserve more and more of Hashem‘s goodness and blessing. Reciting
these brachos and internalizing this message after enjoying and being satiated from a meal, allows
even more powerful internalization of this awareness.
The birchos hamazon not only refers to the sustenance that we receive constantly from Hashem, but
also refers to the great privileges and gifts we receive as a people. The second bracha directs our
focus on the gifts of: Eretz Yisrael, freedom from slavery, the bris between Hashem and Klal Yisrael,
receiving the Torah, and the gift of life, besides the constant gift of sustenance.
These, too, provide us the opportunity to focus on the fact that everything is from Hashem and
from this deepened realization we derive further merit to deserve more and more of Hashem‘s
kindness.

י'ג:"ולעבדו בכל לבבכם" (דברים י'א
"To serve him with all your heart" (Deut. 11:13)
Tefillah is another example of an action that allows us to increase our merit through the realization
that everything comes from Hashem and that when we beseech Him, He responds.
The Sefer Hachinuch mentions two benefits. One, that tefillah is simply a means to attain that which
we want in life by asking Hashem to grant our desires. In addition, it is a special merit when we
focus on the fact that He is the Master of all Who bestows good on us; He is intimately aware of all
of our affairs and will at any time listen to our cries. He is also all powerful; nothing stands in His
way from doing anything He wants.
This deepened awareness is a great merit for us. It entitles us to untold blessings and benefits from
Hashem, in the merit of this realization.
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 וְֹלא תִ ג ְַרע ִממֶּנו,תֹסֵף ָעלָיו- ֹלא: ַלעֲׂשֹות,ׁשמְרו
ְ ִא ֹתֹו ת-- ֲאׁשֶר ָאנֹכִי ְמ ַצוֶה אֶתְ כֶם,הַדָ בָר-"אֵת כָל
דִ בֶר ֵאלֶיָך- ֲאׁשֶר, ובָא הָאֹות ְוהַמֹופֵת. אֹו מֹופֵת, אֹו חֹלֵם חֲלֹום; ְונָתַ ן ֵאלֶיָך אֹות,י ָקום ְבק ְִרבְָך נָבִיא-כִי
 אֹו,דִ ב ְֵרי ַהּנָבִיא הַהוא- אֶל,ׁשמַע
ְ ִ ֹלא ת. ְונָ ָעבְדֵ ם--י ְדַ עְתָם-ׁשר ֹלא
ֶ  ֲא, נֵ ְלכָה ַאח ֲֵרי אֱֹלקים ֲאח ִֵרים:לֵאמ ֹר
- ְבכָל,ה' אֱֹלקיכֶם-ׁשכֶם א ֹ ֲהבִים אֶת
ְ ִ  לָדַ עַת ֲהי, אֶתְ כֶם, כִי ְמנַסֶה ה' אֱֹלקיכֶם: הַהוא,חֹולֵם ַהחֲלֹום-אֶל
 וְא ֹתֹו,ׁשמָעו
ְ ִ ִמצְוֹתָ יו תִ ׁשְמ ֹרו ובְק ֹלֹו ת-יראו; ְואֶת
ָ ִ וְא ֹתֹו ת,ׁשכֶם ַאח ֲֵרי ה' אֱֹלקיכֶם תֵ לֵכו
ְ נַ ְפ-ְל ַב ְבכֶם ו ְבכָל
ה' אֱֹלקיכֶם הַמֹוצִיא-ס ָָרה עַל- כִי דִ בֶר, ְו ַהּנָבִיא הַהוא אֹו חֹלֵם ַהחֲלֹום הַהוא יומָת.תַ עֲב ֹדו ובֹו תִ דְ בָקון
ָ ֲאׁשֶר ִצוְָך ה' אֱלקיָך ָל ֶלכֶת בָה; ו ִבע ְַרת,הַדֶ ֶרְך- ְלהַדִ יחֲָך מִן--אֶתְ כֶם ֵמא ֶֶרץ ִמצ ְַרי ִם ְוהַפ ֹדְ ָך ִמ ֵבית ֲעבָדִ ים
)ו- א: ִמק ְִרבֶך" (דברים י' ג,ה ָָרע
"The entire word that I command you, that shall you observe to do; you shall not add to it
and you shall not subtract from it.
If there should stand up in your midst a prophet or a dreamer of a dream, and he will
produce to you a sign or a wonder, and the sign or the wonder comes about, of which he spoke to
you, saying, "Let us follow gods of others that you did not know and we shall worship them!" Do
not hearken to the words of that prophet or to that dreamer of a dream, for Hashem, your G-d, is
testing you to know whether you love Hashem, your G-d, with all your heart and with all your soul.
Hashem, your G-d, shall you follow and Him shall you fear; His commandments shall you observe
and to His voice shall you shall hearken; Him shall you serve and to Him shall you cleave. And that
prophet and that dreamer of a dream shall be put to death, for he had spoken perversion against
Hashem, your G-d, Who took you out of the land of Egypt, and Who redeemed you from the
house of slavery, to make you stray from the path on which Hashem, your G-d, has commanded
you to go; and you shall destroy the evil from your midst."
(Deut. 13:1-6)
The parsha of navi sheker, refers to a prophet who successfully performs miracles and attempts to
lead the Jewish people away from the teachings and directives of the Torah.
The Torah tells us that even though his miraculous predictions come true, they are only tests for us
from Hashem, but never does anyone have the authority to change an iota of the Torah. What this
essentially means is that the Torah as we have it written is immutable, and even a prophet who
speaks in the name of Hashem and hacks up his words with miraculous occurrences, cannot
authorize any change, what-so-ever.
This is really the formula which has guaranteed the integrity of our Torah, throughout the ages.
This is also a blatant refutation to other religions, that were based on Judaism and started by a group
of Jews, who claimed that a prophet authorized change.
No prophet can ever authorize change and therefore if you claim a prophetic change, you are
denying the Torah itself. They do not even attempt to deny the truth of Torah, because that truth is
so obvious and compelling. Therefore their claim of prophetic change makes their religious beliefs
incongruous.
The story is told of a Rabbi and a Priest meeting. The Priest says to the Rabbi. "Rabbi, you think
you are the true believers. It's not true, we are the true believers." When the Rabbi asked the Priest
why he says so, the Priest answered him "It's very simple, your Torah system is extremely rational
and logical and follows an unbroken and uncompromising chain of transmission from Sinai for
thousands of years, we have made changes and therefore we can only believe."
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BENEFITS AND BELIEF
י'ד:"ושמחת בחגך" (דברים ט'ז
"You shall rejoice on your festival" (Deut. 16:14)
The Sefer Hachinuch explains that the human being (body) has a natural need from time to time for
happiness induced by physical pleasure, just as it needs food, rest, and sleep. Hashem wanted us to
have a special zechus (merit) in the fulfillment of this need, and therefore commanded that this simcha
should be one of physical rejoicing in the spiritual message of each yom tov: recalling all the miracles
that Hashem did for us.
Therefore, the bodily need for simcha and its fulfillment are transformed into a spiritual experience to
enable us to earn Hashem‘s rewards.
The Chinuch also says there is another benefit as well. When our need for physical pleasure is
fulfilled in a spiritual way, it provides a restraint to prevent the physical pleasure from getting out of
hand, as we all too often see in our world today.

כ'א:"וזבחת מבקרך ומצאנך" (דברים י'ב
"You may slaughter from your cattle and your flocks" (Deut. 12:21)
The Sefer Hachinuch gives two separate ideas regarding the mitzva of shchita. The first idea is that
eating blood has a negative influence on a person effectuating a certain level of cruelty, for blood is
the essential ingredient of life. And shchita allows all the blood to exit the animal.
The second idea is that even though animals were given for man to eat, the animal should be killed
in the most painless way, so as not to bring about undue pain to living creatures.
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"ׁשפָט
ְ הַכ ֹ ֲהנִים ַה ְל ִוי ִם ְואֶל הַ׃שֹפֵט ֲאׁשֶר י ִ ְהי ֶה ַביָמִים ָההֵם וְדָ ַרׁשְתָ ְו ִהגִידו לְָך אֵת דְ בַר ַה ִמ-"ובָאתָ אֶל
ט:דברים י'ז
"You shall come to the Kohanim, the Levites, and to the judge who will be in those days; you shall
inquire and they will tell you the word of judgment." (Deut. 17:9)
The Rambam tell us that from this verse we learn that the Torah authorized each generation to
follow the legal decisions of the Torah scholars of its time. This concept, of course, demands, that
the scholars are bona fide talmidei chachamim, and issue their decisions based on the application of the
Torah principles and concepts, passed down to them from generation to generation, originating at
Sinai.
This acceptance of the authorities of each generation does allow, however, for difference of
opinion, within the parameters of Torah thinking. This Pasuk, however, tells us that the author of
the Torah, Hashem, has recognized and legitimized these differing perspectives.
Our Rabbis tell us that all of these differing perspectives were taught to Moshe at Sinai and are part
of the oral Torah.
The truth is that the idea of allowing different perspectives a legitimacy in each generation, is a part
of the amazing uniqueness of our Torah.
Where can there be found any book or document that can be studied by a young child on one
hand, and the greatest elderly scholar, on the other hand, with both finding excitement, relevance
and insight into the same words and concepts. This phenomenon is but another indication of the
Divine authorship of our Torah.
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BENEFITS AND BELIEF
י'ט:"לא תשחית את עצה" (דברים כ
"...do not destroy its trees" (Deut. 20:19)
The Sefer Hachinuch explains the purpose of the mitzvah to not destroy a fruit-bearing tree is to
teach ourselves to love and cling to good and beneficial things. In this merit, good will cling to us
and we will be distanced from all evil and destruction. This, he continues, is the way of the pious:
they rejoice in the good of creation and have great pain at anything in creation that is wasted or
destroyed. This also leads them to rejoice in the good for others and to bring others closer to Torah.
Sensitivity to the environment is a Torah concept, and leads one to be sensitive to other people. This
helps one to make the most of one's life and not to waste it.
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Throughout our long and difficult history, we have suffered almost every form of torture and
devastation imaginable. The words of our prophets have been a constant source of strength and
solace. In this week's haftarah, the navi Yeshaya focuses us on two ideas, which have always served to
strengthen our people.

)ז: ֲא ַק ְבצְֵך" (ישעיה נד, ֲעזַבְתִ יְך; וב ְַר ֲחמִים גְדֹלִים,"ב ְֶרגַע קָט ֹן
"For but a brief moment have I forsaken you, and with abundant mercy shall I gather you in."
(Isaiah 54:7)
The Radak explains this to mean that even though the exile is so long, it will seem as a mere
moment, in retrospect, in light of the great mercy we will perceive, at the in-gathering of the exiles.
This unlikely promise, that the exiles of Israel will be returned to their original homeland, is
beginning to happen in our generation. This hope, and the hope that we will eventually look back
and all of the exile will seem to have lasted for merely a moment, has been a continual source of
strength to our people throughout the ages.

, ָאמַר מ ְַר ֲחמְֵך, וב ְִרית ׁשְלֹומִי ֹלא תָ מוט,י ָמוׁש- ְו ַחסְדִ י ֵמאִתֵ ְך ֹלא-- ְו ַה ְגבָעֹות תְ מוטֶינָה,"כִי ֶהה ִָרים י ָמוׁשו
)י:ה" (ישעיה נד
"For the mountains may be moved and the hills may falter, but My kindness shall not be removed
from you and My covenant of peace shall not falter--says the One who shows you mercy, Hashem."
(Isaiah 54:10)
The prophet also promises us that our special relationship with the Creator, will remain forever.
This too, has always been a source of encouragement and amazement throughout the long and
bitter exile. That our people have survived the difficulties and dangers of two thousand years of
exile is truly the greatest of miracles. The fact that we still maintain that very special relationship
with Hashem, is not only miraculous, but has been the source of our strength and our ability to
continue under the most difficult of conditions and circumstances. Rabbi Yaakov Emden, in the
introduction to his siddur, swears by his life, that the miracles which have occurred throughout the
ages to allow for the survival of our people and our Torah, are even greater than the miracles of the
Exodus from Egypt and the splitting of the Sea.
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BENEFITS AND BELIEF
ח:"ועשית מעקה לגגך" (דברים כ'ב
"You shall make a fence for your roof" (Deut. 22:8)
The Sefer Hachinuch explains the lesson learned from this mitzva. Despite the fact that everything
that happens is decreed from Hashem, and that He is intimately involved in everything, man is
obligated to guard and protect himself from the natural dangers that he is exposed to, for Hashem
created this world and established it on rules of teva (nature). He decreed that fire burns and that
water extinguishes fire. He also gave us the wisdom and understanding to protect ourselves, and
commanded us to do so. If we do not protect ourselves then we have chosen that the teva performs
its act upon us.
Hashem‘s plan to decree teva (natural occurrences) in this world comes with the warning of ein
somchin al haneis, not to rely on miracles. It could be that this fits with Hashem‘s plan to maximize our
reward eternally. If we rely on miracles, and they transpire, then we reduce our merit for eternal
reward, as it says, ―one who has a miracle done for him, it deducts from his merit.‖ This may also be
the reason why Chazal say: ―anyone who relies on a miracle, a miracle will not happen for him.‖
Hashem, in His infinite kindness, does not want us to deplete our merit in our temporal existence.
He would rather save it for eternal reward in the world to come.
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This parsha is replete with prophecy of specific events that were to take place during the destruction
of the second Temple. (Even secular sources admit that the Torah was written some few hundred
years before the destruction of the second Temple, since it was translated into Greek, the
Septuageut. The events are in fact corroborated in secular historical records. The following
prophecies are found in this parsha concerning the second temple: Jewish dead not allowed burial;
Oppression and extortion of the people; Children abducted; You and the King whom you shall set
over you into exile -- Aristobulus; Strangers will rule over you -- Antipater and his son Herod; A
nation from afar will rise up against you: a strange people, from the ends of the earth, like the eagle,
a new language - Rome, Latin; Siege; Famine; Eating the flesh of the children; Torn from the land -exile; Taken to Egypt in boats and sold into slavery. All of these events are corroborated in secular
history records.
The Torah in this parsha also tells us of long range prophecies that will befall our people throughout
the exile

)לז:ׁשמָה" (דברים כח
ָ ,'יְנַ ֶהגְָך ה- ֲאׁשֶר, ָה ַעמִים,בְכ ֹל--ׁשנִינָה
ְ  ְל ָמׁשָל ְו ִל,ׁשמָה
ַ " ְו ָהי ִיתָ ְל
"You will be a source of astonishment, a parable, and a conversation piece, among all the peoples
where Hashem will lead you." (Deut. 28:37)
The world is always talking about the Jews. Over 40% of the U.N. Security Council deliberations,
since its inception is about Israel and the Jews. Israel and the Jews appear on the front page of the
N.Y. Times more than any one single item.

 " בְקֹול ה' אֱֹלקיָך, ָש ַמעְּת
ָ ֹלא- כִי:ש ַמי ִם לָר ֹב
ָ  כְכֹו ְכבֵי ַה, ּתַ חַת ֲאשֶר ֱהי ִיתֶ ם, ִבמְתֵ י ְמעָט,ְַארּתֶ ם
ְ " ְונִש
סב:(דברים כח
"You will be left few in number, instead of having been like the stars of heaven in abundance, for
you will not have hearkened to the voice of Hashem, your G-d." (Deut. 28:62)
This is yet another phenomenon of Jewish history, that human intuition could not have foreseen. If
Jewish survival is guaranteed, it would certainly make sense to guarantee that they will increase in
number as well. Just as an endangered species will become extinct unless some form of intervention
protects it, so should be the case with the Jews. The Jewish population has always been small in
proportion with the rest of the nations, particularly those that have endured over the past 2,000
years, and has survived more attempts at extermination than any other people in history. Who
intervened on their behalf?

)סד:ָָארץ" (דברים כח
ֶ  ְקצֵה ה-ָָארץ ְועַד
ֶ  ִמ ְקצֵה ה, ָה ַעמִים-" ֶו ֱהפִיצְָך ה' ְבכָל
"Hashem will scatter you among all the peoples. . . from the end of the earth to the end of the
earth." (Deut. 28:64)
Every continent has recorded, and still holds today, a Jewish population, except perhaps for
Antarctica, which very well may. This is what the Torah said so many years ago, and its fulfillment is
a clear indication that its author had knowledge of and access to nature and history.
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)סד:עֵץ וָָאבֶן" (דברים כח--י ָדַ עְּתָ אַּתָ ה ַואֲב ֹתֶ יָך- ֲאשֶר ֹלא," ְו ָעבַדְ ּתָ שָם אֱֹלקים ֲאח ִֵרים
"And there you will work for gods of others whom you do not know -- you or your forefathers -- of
wood and of stone." (Deut. 28:64)
It is also intriguing that the Torah says that after their dispersal, the Jews will serve other gods. This
is an odd punishment to prophesy, as serving idolatrous gods is one of the three primary sins of
Judaism. The mefarshim answer that this punishment refers to the fact that there will come a time
when the Jews will be forced to serve idols, when they will actually refuse to do so.
Since the destruction of the second Beis Hamikdash, this has occurred twice. Once was at the hands
of the Christians during the Spanish Inquisition, and the other was when the Muslims forced the
Jews to convert. It is interesting to note that the symbol of the Christian religion is the wooden
cross and the symbol of Islam is the stone of Caba at Mecca.

 ְו ִכלְיֹון עֵינַי ִם וְדַ אֲבֹון, ַרגְלֶָך; ְונָתַ ן ה' לְָך ׁשָם לֵב ַרגָז-י ִ ְהי ֶה מָנֹו ַח ְלכַף- וְֹלא,"ובַגֹוי ִם ָההֵם ֹלא תַ ְרגִי ַע
)ו-סה: וְֹלא תַ ֲאמִין ְב ַחי ֶיָך" (דברים כח, תְ ֺלאִים לְָך ִמּנֶגֶד; ו ָפחַדְ תָ ַליְלָה וְיֹומָם,נָפֶׁש ְוהָיו ַחי ֶיָך
"And among those nations you will not be tranquil, there will be no rest for the sole of your foot;
Your life will hang in balance, and you will be frightened night and day." (Deut. 28:65-6)
The title of "Wandering Jew" is incredibly apt. There practically has not been a Jewish community in
any era that has not felt the hostility and frustration of the dominant culture and eventually exile.
Only the Master of nature and history, with authority over Jewish and secular societies alike, could
have guaranteed this.
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BENEFITS AND BELIEF
ט:"והלכת בדרכיו" (דברים כ'ח
"...and you go in His ways" (Deut. 28:9)
The Torah gave us the ultimate role model to emulate, Hashem Himself. Hashem acts towards us
with the ultimate example of kindness and mercy even thought we don‘t necessarily deserve it. We
study His attributes and actions to attempt to emulate them as best as we can.
The Chinuch also says that this mitzvah leads us to constantly try to analyze and understand
Hashem‘s midos, because we have an obligation to pattern ourselves on Him. This effort brings us
closer and closer to Hashem through understanding His essence and actions.
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. אִיש יִש ְָראֵל, כ ֹל, זִ ְקנֵיכֶם וְשֹט ְֵריכֶם,ש ְבטֵיכֶם
ִ  ָראשֵיכֶם: ִל ְפנֵי ה' אֱֹלקיכֶם,"אַּתֶ ם נִ ָצבִים הַּיֹום ֺכ ְלכֶם
)י-ט: עַד שֹאֵב מֵימֶיָך" (דברים כט, מֵחֹטֵב ֵעצֶיָך: ֲאשֶר ְבק ֶֶרב ַמ ֲחנֶיָך, ְוג ְֵרָך-- ַט ְפכֶם נְשֵיכֶם
"You are standing today, all of you, before Hashem, your G-d: the heads of your tribes, your elders,
and your officers – all the men of Israel; your small children, your women, and your proselyte who is
in the midst of your camp, from the hewer of your wood to the drawer of your water…" (Deut.
29:9-10)
The Torah makes it very clear that the entire Jewish nation was present at the establishment of the
bris between Hashem and the people. Every man, woman and child: all of them. This is crucial, for if
they all witnessed it and agreed to it then we have the testimony of 3 million people saying that
experienced revelation from Hashem.
If the Torah was written at the time it says it was then there can be absolutely no doubt that it is true
and could not be made up of just a figment of the imagination. One can perhaps accept that few
people could try to perpetrate a lie but not an entire nation. (Besides, they were Jews and it‘s
extremely difficult to get Jews to agree on anything, let alone the same lie).
However, one might say that it is possible that this entire story was made up at a later date and
written as though it were taking place at the time of the events and was written in retrospect. The
author then convinced a group of people that they were the Jews that this book is talking about.
This too is not plausible for what fools would accept that this was an accurate account of their
history? The reason they would not accept it is that the Torah also gives an exact and detailed
description of the families and the events which took place. How is it possible that no one among
them remembers or heard an oral transmission of these events? This is an especially strong
argument because there are so many supernatural and astonishing events described in the Torah,
how could they be forgotten?
The second reason this is not plausible is that there are so many details about the lives and times of
the people that it would have been impossible for anyone to have written this without having been
an eyewitness. If one would then say, perhaps someone could have made up the Torah claiming that
he found this wonderful book and convinced a group of people to follow him as he was so
charismatic. This too is impossible for the Torah says in parshas Vayelach (Deut. 31:21) that the
Torah will never be forgotten. The moment one looks at the book and reads the words
כִי ֹלא
 תִ ׃שָ כַח מִ פִי ז ְַרעֹוthey will say that the book is wrong for no one remembers.
It is also necessary to mention that it would have been impossible to convince a group of people to
follow our perpetrator of this hoax because when they read the book it speaks of an entire nation
called the Jews. Anyone would ask, "Where is this nation? What happened to the 3,000,000 people
to which the book you say is true, is referring?" If the author would say: "Well such a nation did
exist but they were destroyed." the people would again take a look at the book and see that the
Torah said: "The Jewish people would never be destroyed." "גְ ַעלְּתִ ים ְלכַֹּלתָ ם-מְַאסְּתִ ים וְֹלא-"ֹלא(Vayikra
26:44) This statement will again show the book to be wrong and no one would follow the laws and
precepts of such a book. This point is intensified when we take into account that the way of life
which is taught by the Torah is so demanding.
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One more point to bear in mind is that if this were a hoax it bad to have taken place before the
translation of the Torah into Greek, the Septuagint, some 2,300 years ago. This was well before the
destruction of the Beis Hamikdash and there are so many clear prophecies which relate to that
event. How could anyone have made such predictions which were completely not in keeping with
the known history of the time? In addition the Torah not only describes the destruction of the Beis
Hamikdash but it also speaks of that which will take place throughout history, such as AntiSemitism, the return to Eretz Yisrael, and that the Jewish People will do teshuva. No one would have
undertaken such a risk unless he could guarantee that it will happen. Also refer to all the other
prophecies and risks throughout the Torah, that no one could have known, nor dared to chance.
Finally, why would anyone fabricate this story at all? He is not even mentioned in the book and
therefore receives no credit. He advocates truth and yet is a liar. He is highly illogical and therefore
precludes the thesis of anyone writing the book at a later date pretending to have discovered it.
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BENEFITS AND BELIEF
י'ז:אשר לבבו פנה" (דברים כ'ט..."פן יש בכם איש או אשה
"Perhaps there is among you a man or woman...whose heart turns away" (Deut. 29:17)
In this Parsha we see the extent of responsibility one Jew has for another. It seems that the Torah
tells us that all of Eretz Yisrael could be destroyed for the idol worship of even one man or woman
if it was a public event that everyone could have known about and prevented. In such a case,
everyone who could have known and did nothing to stop it, is considered as if he too performed the
act of idol worship and are equally guilty.
What an awesome sense of responsibility we must have for each other.
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- ְבכָל, ְל ָבבֶָך- אֶל, ָ ְל ָפנֶיָך; ַו ֲהשֵב ֹת, ֲאשֶר נָתַ ּתִ י, ַהב ְָרכָה ְו ַה ְק ָללָה,הַדְ ב ִָרים ָה ֵאלֶה-י ָב ֹאּו ָעלֶיָך כָל-" ְו ָהי ָה כִי
: הַּיֹום,ָאנֹכִי ְמ ַצּוְָך- כְכ ֹל ֲאשֶר,ש ַמעְּתָ בְק ֹלֹו
ָ  ְו,ה' אֱֹלקיָך-שבְּתָ עַד
ַ  ְו.שםָה
ָ  ֲאשֶר הִדִ יחֲָך ה' אֱֹלקיָך,הַּגֹוי ִם
)ב-א:נַ ְפשֶָך" (דברים ל- ְל ָבבְָך ּו ְבכָל- ְבכָל,אַּתָ ה ּו ָבנֶיָך
"It will be that when all these things come upon you - the blessing and the curse that I have
presented before you – then you will take it to your heart among all the nations where Hashem, your
G-d, has dispersed you; and you will return unto Hashem, tour G-d, and listen to His voice,
according to everything that I command you today, you and your children, with all your heart and all
your soul." (Deut. 30: 1-2)
The Torah tells us that the time will come, towards the end of a long and bitter exile that the
Jewish people will return to Hashem and do teshuva. As the rate of assimilation was constantly
growing during this century, this prophecy seemed more and more remote. It seemed unreasonable
to think that descendants of Jews who had been assimilated for a generation or more would be
returning in significant numbers to Judaism. Yet today, we are witnessing a most unique
phenomenon, Jewish people, world-over returning to Judaism in unprecedented numbers. Often
these people come from no Jewish educational background and even their grandparents were
already assimilated.
They are returning with a fervor and passion that oftentimes surpasses the feeling of those born into
religious families and educated in Yeshiva.
We are witnessing the fulfillment of this prophetic prediction daily world-over.
The Torah indicates

"שכַח ִמפִי ז ְַרעֹו
ָ ִ כִי ֹלא ת,ִירה הַז ֹאת ְל ָפנָיו ְלעֵד
ָ  ְו ָענְתָ ה ַהש, ְוצָרֹות,תִ ְמצֶאן ָ א ֹתֹו ָרעֹות ַרבֹות-" ְו ָהי ָה כִי
)כא:(דברים ל
"It shall be that when many evils and distresses come upon it, this song shall speak up before it as a
witness, for it shall not be forgotten from the mouth of its offspring" (Deut. 31:21)
The Torah indicates that this shira testifies that even when the Bnei Yisrael will stray from
mitzvos and endure so much pain and suffering, the Torah will not be forgotten from "the mouths of
their descendants." It is extremely difficult to predict the success and long range effectiveness of any
religious doctrine. This is particularly true of the Torah, which poses so many threats and imposes
so many responsibilities, that the underlying blessings are often overlooked. Yet attempts to destroy
and obliterate the Torah have only strengthened its influence, and it continues to exist and flourish
just as it has for over 3,300 years.
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"ויצו משה אותם לאמר מקץ שבע שנים במעד שנת הּשמטה בחג הסכותבבוא כל ישראל לראות את
באזניהםהקהל את העם-פני ה' אלקיך במקום אשר יבחר תקרא את התורה הזאת נגד כל ישראל
האנשים והנשים והטף וגרך אשר בשעריך למען ישמעו ולמען ילמדו ויראו את ה' אלקיכם ושמרו
)יב- י:לעשות את כל דברי התורה הזאת" (דברים לא
"And Moshe commanded them, saying: 'At the end of every seven years, in the set time of the
Sabbatical year, during the succos festival; when all Israel comes to appear before Hashem, your Gd, in the place which He will choose, you shall read this Torah before all Israel, in their
ears. Assemble the people, the men and the women and the small children, and your stranger that is
within your cities, that they may hear, and that they will learn and they shall fear the Hashem, your
G-d, and observe to do all the words of this Torah" (Deut. 31:10-12)
Every seven years on the second day of sukkos, every Jewish man, woman and child gathered
together in Yerushalaim, for the public reading of the Torah. This was a seemingly ideal means of
ensuring that the Torah would be transmitted properly through the generations. All the Jews came
with their Torah, and they would listen diligently to the reading to make sure that there were no
discrepancies between their copy of the Torah and the one being read. If a dispute ever arose, they
would consult the original Torah that Moshe wrote, and which was kept in the Beis Hamikdash.
In Judaism, public humiliation of a person is considered on par with murder. However, during
krias hatorah, it is interesting to note, when the baal kriah makes an error in the reading of the, Torah,
a large portion of the community shouts out and corrects him. No one person is given the
responsibility of correcting him quietly, as would seem to be proper practice based on Jewish law,
and never has such an occurrence been considered a public humiliation. The reason is similar to
what took place at the mitzvah of hakhel . The accurate transmission of the Torah, and the
safeguarding of its meaning, is an issue that overshadows all others. It transcends the sensitivity
towards the baal kriah, who must accept the paramount importance of a proper rendition of the
Torah.
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)טו:שמנת עבית כשית" (דברים לב"וישמן ישרון ויבעט
"Jeshurn became fat and kicked. You became fat, you became thick, you became corpulent"
(Deut. 32:15)
The Torah describes the good times in Eretz Yisrael which result in us distancing ourselves from the
observance of Torah. The parsha begins with a discussion of the galus in general, and the gaon of
Vilna explains that it mainly concentrates on our century.

)כ:"ויאמר אסתירה פני מהם אראה מה אחריתם" (דברים לב
"And He will say, 'I shall hide My face from them and see what their end will be…" (Deut. 32:20)
The only time the Jewish people, in a significant number, asked, "Where was G-d?' The following
pesukim bear unusual similarity to the events of and following the Holocaust.

)כא:כעסוני בהבליהם" (דברים לב"הם קנאוני בלא אל

"They provoked Me with a non-god, angered Me with their vanities" (Deut. 32:21)
Throughout history there have been numerous violations of avoda zara, but never any significant
number of Jewish atheists, until after the Holocaust.

)כא: "ואני אקניאם בלא עם בגוי נבל אכעיסם" (דברים לב

"So I shall provoke them with a non-people, with a vile nation shall I anger them.‖ (Deut. 32:21)
Rashi says that this alludes to Esav. The gaon of Vilna taught that Germany was descended from
Amalek, the grandson of Esav. The Even Ezra explains that the words ―b’goy naval‖ means ―they will
kill without mercy‖, an indubitable characteristic of Nazi Germany.

)כב:ותיקד עד שאול תחתית" (דברים לב "כי אש קדחה באפי

"For fire will have been kindled in My nostrils and blaze to the lowest depths" (Deut. 32:22)
The victims of the Holocaust knew they had reached the death camps when they saw the smoke
from the crematoria fill the sky.

)כד:ושן בהמת אשלח בם עם חמת זחלי עפר" (דברים לב"מזי רעב ולחמי רשף וקטב מרירי

"Bloating of famine, battles of flaming demons, cutting down be the noontime demon, and the teeth
of beasts shall I dispatch against them." (Deut. 32:24)
This hunger can certainly refer to the Holocaust as documented by the pictures of Jewish skeletons
still clinging to life. The Malbim in Psalms 91 on the pasuk of  י ָשּוד ָצה ֳָרי ִם, ִמ ֶקטֶב, says that  ֶקטֶבrefers
to poisonous gas that kills. This very explicitly implicates the gas chambers.
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―…and the teeth of beasts‖ suggests the Germans and their attack dogs. ―…that creep on the earth‖
refer to the lice and vermin found among the unbearable living conditions of the camps.

)כה:"מחוץ תשכל חרב ומחדרים אימה" (דברים לב
"On the outside, the sword will bereave, while indoors there will be dread" (Deut. 32:25)
Rashi learns that michutz (from outside) means ―michutz la’ir…‖ – outside the city. In accordance, the
Germans used to take Jewish men and women to the outskirts of the city to shoot them. He also
says that "and from there rooms in fear" refers to mitzvos the Jews would have to observe in the privacy
of their rooms because they were afraid to keep them openly. Today, countless stories have emerged
of bundles of Jews gathering in barracks or wherever they could, to observe holidays, study Torah
and pray.

)כה:"גם בחור גם בתולה יונק עם איש שיבה" (דברים לב
"Even a young man, even a young woman, a suckling with the gray-haired man." (Deut. 32:25)
The final solution - no exceptions; no clemency for women or children: precisely the Nazi program.

)כו:"אמרתי אפאיהם אשביתה מאנוש זכרם" (דברים לב

"I had said, 'I will scatter them, I will cause their memory to cease from man" (Deut. 32:26)
Rashi learns that "להשליכם מעלי הפקר..." - "…to cast them off from Me, to be ownerless." This is another
reference to the final solution - that the Jews were helpless and displaced, prone to Hitler's limitless
hatred.

)ל:"איכה ירדף אחד אלף ושנים יניסו רבבה" (דברים לב

"For how could one pursue a thousand, and two cause a multitude to flee" (Deut. 32:30)
This sounds like masses being controlled by a few guards.

)מג:"וכפר אדמתו עמו" (דברים לב
"And he will appease His land and His people" (Deut. 32:43)
Rashi explains that the consolation of the Jewish people after this devastation will come with the
consolation of the Land of Israel, which will come through the return of the Jewish people to Israel.
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לכל האתת והמופתים אשר שלחו ה' לעשות בארץ מצרים לפרעה ולכל עבדיו ולכל ארצו
)יב-יא:(דברים לד ולכל היד החזקה ולכל המורא הגדול אשר עשה משה לעיני כל ישראל 


"As evidenced by all the signs and wonders that Hashem sent him to perform in the land of Egypt,
against Pharaoh and all his courtiers and all his land. And by all the strong hand and awesome power
that Moshe performed before the eyes of all Israel" (Deut. 34:11-12)
In these last two sentences of the Torah, the Torah signs-off with a statement which once again
provides us with a system of validating the veracity of the Torah.
In these two sentences the Torah refers to all of the miracles and wonders done in Egypt and in the
last sentence to all the other acts of Divine Providence (strong hand and great awe) that were
performed l'einei chol yisrael - in the sight of (in front of the eyes of) all Israel.
We know that the text was passed down meticulously from the generation of the desert to their
children and grandchildren, etc. A document which says that we ourselves witnessed these miracles,
(leinei…), which we pass on to our children, is, in fact, eye-witness testimony to the events described
therein.
Had the document described the miracles, but not indicated that they were performed in front of
the eyes of all Israel, then the passing down of this document to their children would only attest to
the fact that they believed that these events took place. However, when it says in the document that
we saw or in front of our eyes and the eyes of all Israel, and then we pass on this document to our
children and grandchildren, we are testifying to them that we saw these events ourselves and we
know, not just believe them to be true.
A teacher once presented the following exercise to a class.
He wrote on a paper, "The Sea split open into twelve sections." He asked, if your father gives you
this paper, what do you know, considering that your father would never lie to you? While most of
the students tried to answer, that you know the Sea split into twelve sections, one astute student
wisely said "I know my father believes that the Sea split in twelve, but I do not know if it really
happened." Then the teacher added the words from the father "I saw myself the Sea split into twelve
sections. Everyone realized that now he truly has credible testimony and knowledge that the Sea split
into twelve sections.
Our Torah concludes with the power of eye witness testimony, on the part of all of Bnei Yisrael, to
the truth of the miraculous events.
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